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ABSTRACT

The Aaerican National Standards Institute (ANSI) is in the process
of standardizing a Fiber Distributed Data Interface (POOl). This local
area network optically transaits data' at 125 "b/s usi... a point to

point clocld.ng sch.... Data is trans.! tted at each· station using the
sta·Uon clock and recovered at the next station by a clock extracted
fro. the data•. Clock recovery in tbe existilll POOl frUlework 1s
investigated in this paper.

The condi tions necessary for clock recovery are reviewed, and the
PODI code analyzed for trans.ission and clock recovery qualities. The
re.fnder of' the thesis is devoted to the design and perforance
testing of a p'_se-locked loop clock extract.ion. drcui r. The design
Beets the perfo1'1l8llce cri'teria specified in the current PODI draft
standard.
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.. 1. INTRODUCTION

The reeent surge in the use of multiple processors, graphic work

stations and fast. storace devices has crea·ted a d.-nd. for· hiper speed

e�icatlon� To· address this need, the American National Standards
.

Institute (ANSI) began developing a new set of s·tandards for a Fiber

Distributed Data Interface (PODI). This 100 Hb/s optical comaunications

network uses a packet. switching mode of operation with a token

protocol. Work on POOl started in 1982 and is nearing coapleUott. ·Vork

has also .bepD on a coapanioD standard DOB as PODI-II. This is.a

hybr�d network designed to support bo·th isochronous clrcui t awi tddna

and packet switching modes ·of operation [1].

A POOl network is coaposed of stations which are serially.

connected by dual fiber optic transmission links to·fora a closed loop,

as shown in Fig. 1.1. The dual fibers produce two rings, a pri_ry data

ring and a redundant rina operating in the reverse direction. If a

fault occurs in the transmission of· the primary ring, the loop can

reconfigure. By 100pina back. on the redundant· path a larger ring can be

formed that .voids the fault.

Fiber loss and bandwidth considerations lim1 t the length
.

of each .

dual fiber link to 2 0. Although there is no limit to the length of

the ring and the nUllber of stations, default timer values have been

chosen for a maXimum ring length of 100 km and 500 stations.

Transmission at 100 "b/s is implemented using a 4b/Sb code. Four

bit data symbols are coded into 5 bit line symbols for transmission·

between stations. The 5 bit symbols are read using a clock recovered
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fro. the trans.itted data. They are retrans.itted using the independent

125 MIIZ·· station clock. This point to point c:1oeldng avoids the

synchronization delay and jitter accumulation which can cause probl...

when data sy.bols are rasenerated .ultiple ti.es.

Data encoding sch.... are nUllerous and each has its own benefits.

As the POOl encoding sebeH is new, it is analyzed for its fea·tures and

c_pared to existing codes. Of particular interest is tbe trans.isslon

bandwidth necessary and the cloelt content· available.

Clock recovery ..... r_inecl a topic of interut for decades. The

basic concerns of recover inc a cloclt fra digital 'baseband data were

investigated by Bennet' (2] in his 1958 pape:r:, "Statistics of

aasenerattve Dig! tal Tran_iaion". This paper focused on clock

recovery using 'a tuned circuit. Later investigators applied phase

loc:kecl loops to the sue probl_. One of the _jor concerns discussecl

in the literature, the accwaulation of jitter after amltiple

regenerations, has beel reaoved by the point-to-point clock!. used tn

PDDI� Other basic concerns remain.

This.thesis will investigate' the· advantages of pbase-locked loop

clock recovery, and the concems when it i. applied to lPDDI. . Host of

the literature on PLL· design is on frequency d_odulation, frequency

synthesis, or oscillator stabilization. Clock recovery from baseband

data has a ·DUllber of unique aspects. By presenting and testing a PLL

design for PODI, these aspects are investigated.

Clock recovery fro. POOl has several unique' aspects. The data

rates are faster than most existing commercial systems, the data

encoding is a new format, and complete retiming is performed at each
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reaenera·tor. This thesis investigates the coilcerna of cloc1t recovery in

PDDI. Baseel on .the preli.inary specificatioD.- a clodt . recovery circuit

was designed, built, and tested.
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2.1 Introduction

The transaission of data by pulse coded modulation ('CM) is

achieved by encoding the data into a ,series of pulses. Typically the

data is, encoded into a binary sequence, with a "one" representing a

pulse' and a ·zero" the absence of a pulse. This pattern of l' s and 0' s

cOilprises the ..ssage sequence:

•

(a.) •• '

� • " a'-1 , 80 , a1 " •••

n.-· (2�1)

where: a. • a _ssage valu••

The spacing of the pulses is controlled by the data clock.. Thus

the binary wave fora is given by:

-

x(tl • I a.d(t-nT), (2.2)
a _

vbere: d( t). pulse shape, and
T • clock period.

The _ssage sequence can be recovered frOil the binary wavefora by

s..pling in each bit period. This s..pling process requires knowledge

of, the data clock. The clock can be sent, alona with the data or, as in

this application" it can be recovered fro. the binary waveform. Clock
_, '

recovery can be aided by choosing' a fora of encoding that insures

sufficient clock content. The clock content of the message waveform is

affected by the message statistics and the pulse shape. Relevant

statistical calculations and assumptions are briefly reviewed in

Appendix A.
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2.2 Power Spectral Density (PSD)

If the data or proeessed data spectrum bas a spectral component at

the cloclt frequency, it can be. extracted by filtering. The calculation

of the power spectral density is outlined in Appendix B. A general PSO
.

.

equation 1a given in equation (1.5):

-.

8.(flI) - fslo(w)la(R(O) + 2E[R(k)cos(1cwT»)},
__ 1

(2.3)

vbel'e, .fs - liT - Incai.. data clock frequene1
O(w) - lourier transfora of the pul.e shape d(t), and
R(k) _ kclI, autocorrelation of the pulse sequence.

The autocorrelation of independent data pulses, wi th probabilt t1 p

of being "one", is given by:

I(t). - p. k..O
pa toO.

lor the case of independent pulses, Lathi. [3} has rew:dtten the

(2.4)

power spectral density to clarify the continuous and discrete

cOilponents. lor this case:

- -

R(O) + 2D(k)cos(blT)·. P + 2pZlcos(blT)
kal __1

-

_ (p_pa) + pale";3.11iw'J:
1&-- ....

'_

• (p_pa) + pa2n I&(w- �).T k--_ T (2.5)

This produces the following spectrum:

Pro. inspecting (2.6) it can be seen that the power spectrum of

(x(t») is continuous and proportional to the square of the mBgnitude

of the lourier transforJI of the uni t pulse. The spectrum also has
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discrete components 'at the clock. frequency, and' its harmonics

(providing the pulse spect11llll has a non' zero value at these

frequencies). These co.ponents are proportional to the value of the

coatinuous unit pulse spectrwa evaluated at that, frequency. The

aplitudes of 'the discrete co.ponents relative to the adjacent

continuous specti:ull will not be affected by the pulse shape but only

by the autocorrelation, of the _ssage signal R(k).

If the pulses are rectangular D(w) is:

D(w) .. TpS,inC(i;,T.) whete, T.. is the pulse width (3J. (2.7)

If the, pulses are full width (&Z) then T••T, and', the clock

frequericy and its hamonics becae zero. These frequencies also vanish

froa,
,

the data spect,rua. Retum to aero (RZ) pulses will bave clock.

eontent in their spectrwa but they require more bandwidth to trans.it.

A co_on solution is to tranSlRit' NRZ pulses. and at the receiver,

produce an RZ pulse at ,each data transition. The rule for constructing

the transition message is:

Original Message

o followed" by 0
o followed by 1
'1 followed by 0
1 followed by 1

Transition Message

o
1
1
o.

'

The similarity to the truth table for the XOR should be noted. The use

of an lOR to produce a trans! tion wave is discussed in chapter 1.

As the ratio of the power at the clock. frequency to the continuous

spectral power density is independent of the pulse shape, the length of

the transition pulse is not cd tical. The magai tude of the power at the

clock frequency will be reduced with very short pulses and with pulses
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approachi. a full bi t. period. In both extr...s added noise .y cause

significant. pro.bleu. The lleXi... power at the clock frequency for an·
.

.
.

approxi_tely rectangular unit pulse shape occurs when the. 'Width of the

puls. 1s T/2.

The pulses· in t.his. transition pulse streaa are sequentially

.
dependent, even. if the ori,inal data pulses are independent. The PSD

can be derived fro. the autocorrelation function·. The upli tude of the

clock relative to the continuous· spectrua will be increased by more

data. transi tiona. If the ori,inal NIZ signal had independent pulses

th_ Pt-p(p..1), where Pt is the probability· of a transition. The

lleXi... value p�-O.5 occurs when p-O.5.· It 1s possible by using a

restricted code set (thus,. the values of an are no longer·inclependent)

to send 8; data streg that has a probability of transition that is

creater than 0 • .5. lDDI uses a restricted code to increase the nUmber of

transi tions in the trans.i tted data stream.

2.3 rDDI Bncodins Scheme

POOl uses 48.58 block encoding followed by transition eneodin,. The

incoming data is handled as 4 ·bit words or symbols. The symbols are

denoted by hexadeci_l di,i ts (O-F). The message symbols can eeeur in

any order.

The bloek encoding turns each 4 bi t symbol into a unique 5 bi t NRZ

blocks. There are 32 unique 5 bit blocks possible, of these only 22

meet the codin, requirements. These are discussed in chapter 3. The 6

codes not used for data symbols are system control symbols. Fig. 2.1.

shows the assigmaent of the five bit codes [4].
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Transition encoding converts this NRZ streaa into an NRZI (non

return-to-zero-lnvert-on-ones) trans.ission stre...
·

In this for.at a

transition indicates a'l' and no transition a '0'. The encoded NRZ

blocks were chosen so that each NlZI transmission block would have at

least two transit·ions.·

At the receiver, the clock is recovered frOll the NRZI streD. The

NRZI' sequence is converted back into NRZ and put in·to a nFO (first-in

first-out) "elasticity" _ffer using .the recovered cloc:1t (4). The 5 bit

blocks are reaoved frOil the "elasticity" buffer at the local cloc:k rate

and decoded into their hexadeci..l syabols or recogniz$i as control

codes. Code violations are indicated at this time.

As PODI uses NRZI to trans.it, the net result after transition

detection Is the original . data reproduced In RZ format. The

autoeorrelation for independent r.andolll data is not applicable because

the restricted code makes the pulses dependent •

. 2.4 Su.ary

For a binary waveform, the relative power of the clock to the

adjacent continuous power is dependent only' on the message signal (not

on the pulse shape). The total power in the clock signal is determined

by the pulse shape and magnitude.

PODI' transmits full width pulses as they require less bandwidth.

As full width pulses have no power at the clock frequency, clock power

is obtained by using transition detection to produce an RZ stream. FOOl

restricts the codes sent to produce more power at the clock frequency

than would be obtained from random data.
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3. PODI DATA ENCODING

3.1 I_troduction

The . purpose of data encoding is to convey the ...seae, SYalt_

control codes, and cloclt1ng infomation. The signal ... t be tranSllitteci

in the bandwidth available and should be unaffected by tbe noise of the

trans.ission Channel. This discussion will cover . baseband signalling

techaiques and will not cover carrier aodula,tion.

The IIOSt suitable data encodini for a particular systea 1. lar,ely

deterained by the transaission channel. PODI uses a .ulU-aode fiber

with a .inl_ bandwidth of 400 Ilk-b. The uxt.. link. length is 2

0., thus the bandwidth will be at least 200 MIIz. At the transllitter a

lilht eaHUng. diode (LBO) tums . the electrical pulses into light ..

pulses wi th a wavelength of approxiaately 1300 D. A PIN diode receiver

cOllverts the received optical signal baclt into an electrical signal.

The c:oablnation of light. e.aUting diode, _lti-.ode fiber and PIN diode

receiver can be. cheaply i.pl_ented. PODI transaits at 125 Mbps data.
.

.

This is near the upper limit of data rates currently coa.erc:ially

i.pleaented· but it is expected that, with advances in this couination

of co.ponents, operation will be feasible up to about 300 Mbps [5].

In all trans.isslon channels, there are both high and low

frequency limitations on· the transmitted signal. In systems vith

e.lectrical transmission, transfor.ers·are used to couple the signal to

the channel. This allows dc power for repeaters to be sent along the

same wires as the signal. Unfortunately,. it also blocks low frequency

cOllponents of the signal. Por a s·pec1fic hijh frequency cut-off
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frequency in a transfor.er, it is costly to decrease its low frequency

cu·t-off.

In a fiber based communication systea, the receiver circuitry

causes. a de offset. This can be reaoved with blodtina capacitors. Their

size detemnes the loy frequency cut-off. The fiber itself does not

restrict loy frequencies.• Thus, it is inexpensive to r�uce the loy

frequency cut-off. The hl,h frequency cut-off is deterained' in a fiber

syat_ by, the opti-c:al source lIOdulation bandwidth, fiber dt.spersion,

and the speed of the optical detector U.Cl the receiver electronics (5].

The.' cloek inforution is ineluded by addtDl· redundaney to the .

orl,tnal signal.. In systeu ylth electrical t.ransusston channels, two

_thods are used. In the first, the signal rate Is· kept constant and

signallina levels added. Usually a three· level code such as bipolar or

duobinary cod!na is chosen. The third level CaR also itaprove the de

balance and loy frequency content. In the second .. tbod only two levels

are used but the slanalliDl rate is increased. Manchester (Bi-phase)

codina Is an exuple •

. In qstellS usina fiber trans.ission, IlUItilevel cOdina is not

co.aon as it requires 80re complex and costly circuitry to produce and

receive the aultilevel optical pulses. Fiber based systeas usually add

tb. redundancy required for clocking and dc balance by increasing the

transaission signallina rate.

The usual method of adding this type of redundancy in fiber

systeas is to use block codes, which are called mBnB codes. This coding

chan&es a group of • bits from the message sianal to n bits in the

trans.lssion signal, where n)m. Only a subset of the possible
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transmission· codes are needed te uniquely translli t the IleSsage codes.

Some of the r_ininc codes can be used as control codes. The re_lning'

transmission codes do not aeet clocking criteria and are Dot used.

Scrubli. is another' technique used to help insure clocking

content. This produces no increase in bit rate and is s1.ple to

iapleaent. I·t improves clocking· by breaking up lona strings of ones and

zeros and short repetitive data streams. Scrub1i. makes the message

sequence look .ore like a randOil data sequenc.e. This tends to even the

distribution of transitions and reduce pattern dependent jitter, but

does not guarantee a lIinl11\111 transi tion density (6).

Scrambling can be co.bined with overhead bits. In this type of

encoding, k overhead bi ts are inse.rted after every II scrublecl llessage

bits. Often one of the overhead bits is a parity bit thereby allowing

SOlIe'error IIOni toring. If odd pari ty is used, a trans! tion is insured

every .+k-l bits. The remainder of the overhead bits are usually used

for systell control and fruing. The length II Is geIlerally large, as

this encoding is used when banclYidth is at a preiliua.

PDDI bas a dual-eIIbedded coding seb.... � First, the data are coded

froa 4 bi t blocks into 5 bit blocks. Then it is trans.! tted in NlZI

fOrMt. NRZI' codtnc.can be considered transition encoding or '2-bit'.

scraabling.

3.2 PODI Coding Performance

Listed below are six areas of concern when evaluating a coding

schelle. The performance of the FDDl code is discussed in each area.

1) Increase in bit rate
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Scrubling and transi tion encoding do not increase the bi t rate.

In block and overhead encoding the ratio of the trans.itted bit rate to

the _sage bit rate is ,iven by n/. and ••kI. respectively. This

increase in bi t rate is also a .easure of
.

redundancy and increased

bandwidth. If the receiver noise 1s flat across the entire bandwidth

and dispersion effects in the fiber are nea1i,lble an n/. (or m+kla)

increase in source power 1s requi-red to maintaili the same sipal to

noise raUo (SNR). If dispersion or receiver nois. increases with·

frequency, then the .,_.].ty is ,reater. Vith ,reater redundancy,

.t1pter clodc.1ll1 criteria can be set. However, this 1s limited by the

81st.. bandwidth and tbe signal power available.

The ...11 bloclt size of FOOl results in a 25% increase in bi t

rate, (n/.. l.2S). Avai.lable IlUlti-lIlOde fibers can easily meet this

bandwidth requlr__e. Larger data bloclts (ie SB6B, 6171 etc) may

achieve similar performance' to 4151 .at lower transmission rates but the

convenient half byte relationship is lost.

2) Cloclt Content

a) Transt tion Density

The average' density of transitions deteraines the necessary '0'

(quality) in the clock recovery circuit. There is a worst case ,roup of

codes that . have only. two transi tions per code. If only these codes are

sent the probability of transition is 2lS.or 0.4. The best case data

codes bave 4 transitions. Vith only these codes transmitted the

probability of transition 1s 4/5 or 0.8. The greater the difference

between the maximum and minimum probability of transition, the greater

the data dependent jitter. If all data codes are equi-probable, the
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average transition density of the roDI code is 60.9% (p •..o.609). This

is an i.prove.ent over the SOl obtained with uncoded equi-probable

rando. data.

fte . best code for clock content is the idle pattern as it has all

transitions (p�.f). Vbenever data is not present, th1s code is sent to

..intain the clock synChronization.

b) Run· Bound (0)

This is the llaxillWl nUilber of sequential hi ts that can occur

without a trall81tion. The longer the period without transitions the

hieber 0 aust be.

The run bound in POOl 1s 3 bits. The data codes and II08t of the

control codes, 1n P1g. 1..2, can be trans.1ttecl in any order and will

still satisfy the run bound. The J and It syabols are always trans.itted

sequentially. In this order the run bound· requireaent 1s aet.

3) DC Balance

a) llaxillUll caulattve de value (:tx%)

This is a aeasure of the amount the de balance varies. VIlen block

coding is _ployed, the block code wi th the .inll1W1 "dc value" sets the

lower limit of tbe �ulative dc value. The block code with the maxinlUll

"dc value" sets the upper 11111 t ,

.

These 11mi ts can be expressed as

percentage distortion frOB the nominal average value of the code. Tbe

nominal. average value is the dc value that occurs if all block codes

are equally Itkely.

In PDDI there are 5 bits to a transmission code and at least two

transitions. A given data code when transmitted in NRZI form will have

a dc balance of 40% or 60%, depending on whether previous ·transmitted
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NRZI syllbol ended'in a 1 or a o. The no.ioal average value is 50%,

therefore, the UXillWl' cUIIUlative de balance is +-10% froa the no.inal

average value. ¥hen, tbe idle signal is repeated tbe balance is exactly

Larae transiaUted power, decreases the ,transllitter llfeU... and

inc:r es the 'cooling it requires. 'or a rando. ·binary sequence the

aver power trana.it.ted 1s the SMe as tbe dc balanc•• ,The POOl 4858

code 11.its the duty cycle of the transaitter ..d prevents overload.

It 1, soae·U.es aore coavenieut to aeasure the dc balance as the

, Itwmlna ,Diai tal Sua (1tDS). This measureaent treats the trmsaitted

sectllenc. as bits and not as blocks. If the transaissiOll sequence is:

(3.1)

where: ... - transaitted value (lor 0)

Then the runnina digital sua at instant k is:

(3.2)

wbete: a'a - 1 if a. - 1, and
-1 if ... - o.

The .axia.. absolute value of the RDS indicates the aaount the

instantaneous average voltage "changes. In sOlie systems the IDS is

8Onitored at the receiver and an error is indicated if the aaximua lOS

is exceeded. The RDS is not bounded in the FODI code and therefore

cannot be used.

4) Frequency content

The frequency content of the code is important as low and high
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frequency cOllponents can be lost due to the c:haracteristies of the

ehannel. The loss of loy frequency components will cause the optimum

threshold or decision level at the receiver to wander. The loss of high

frequency cOllponents cause the received eye pattern to narrow .due to

reduced slew rate (8). Thus the POOl fiber transitission syst_ IlUSt

have a bandwidth which encOllpasses nearly all of the enerl1 of the NazI

code power speet11lll. In
.

the transition RZ code produced in· the cloclt

recovery ci·reuit1'1, the rel.tive power at the clock frequency will

determine the aaount of jitter in the extracted clodt•.

The PSD for the. HIZI and the corresponding transi tion RZ code

appear in Pl,. 3.1. The plots are cali.brated in terllS of clock

frequency. They were· produced at· a aueb lower frequency than 125 MHz,

by using a VIC-20 mlcrocOllputer to encode random 4 bit symbols to the

roOl transll.luion codes. The transition RZ pulses are half bit period

long.

rig. 3.1a shows the spectrua of the transmitted code. There are no

discrete components and there are nulls at the clock frequency and its

harllODics. This is expected frOil full width· rectangular pulses. The .

•inillUll ·fiber bandwidth of 200 MHz will enCOlllp&Ss the enUre first lobe'

(up to 125 MHz) and _st of the second lobe. This should produce

reasonably sharp pulses at the receiver.

The highest concentration of power is around r:l./3. The power drops

off towards de but is not zero. This is as expected from the dc balance

calculations. There is also a noticeable dip in power at r:l./2. Although

it will not affect the transmission characteristics, it is noticeably

different from the spectrum of random full width pulses (NRZ).
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In 'i,. 3.1b the received clata has been transition decoded. A half

bi t pulse was produced at each transi tiOD. The half· bit leqth has

.oved the first' null to 2'�. Discrete spectral co.ponents have appeared

at: the clock freq.uency and its odd haraonics.. This produces a strong

sianal fro. which to recover clock. Again, the flat top of the lobes

distinguishes. this spectra fro. rando. half bit wide RZ data.

5) Brror Perfonaance .

a) Bit Brror Multiplication'

This is a _sure of the naber of bits that will be. decoded

incorrectly if one bit 1s corrupted in the channel. In transition

encoding each tfansaission error causes two bit errors after decoding.

Systems using scrabli.. also have bit error multiplication. The aaount

of IlUIUplicau'on will depend on the scraabling al,otoi thll used [6].

b) SYabol Brror

Syabol error is usually a better ....ure of the syst.. error

performance than bit error. In block encoding one incorrect bi twill

cause the entire block to be incorrectly decoded. Bowever, several

incorrect bits in one block still only cause one symbol error.

c) Error Detection and Correction

This is the ability to detect and in soae cases correct bits that

have been incorrectly received. In block encoded data, syabol errors

can be detected when unused codes are received, but the _jority of

Single bit errors are not detectable. Reliable detection or correction

requires higher redundancy. Cyclic redundancy check bi ts can be

appended to a aessage to allow error detection but do not usually allow

correction.
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The POOl combinatioQ of bloc:k and transiUon encoding produces a

syabol error rate only slightly worse than block encoding alone.

Transition decodiJig causes two adjacent bits to.be decoded incorrectly

for every one recelved in error. This will cause one hexadeciaal syabol

to be. incorrect', unless the errors span' tbe block boundary. This

happens one fifth of the time. Thus the PODI syabol error rate due to

error IlUlt1plicaUon is 6/5, U_s that of 4B58 encoding alone. POOl

encoding has soae error detection ability but will not cateb all errors

in which one. bit was' corrupted in tranniss.ion. It can Dot correct

errors.

6) Bncoder/Decoder Coaplexity

The coaplex1.ty of encoding, decoding and syabol synchronizing

circuitry increases with increased block length� The choice of 485B

�loc:k encoding interfaces well with computer storage which often .has a

bexadec:imal base. The block size is relatively swl and the encoding

and
.
decoding function can be achieved wi th _11 ROM (Read Only Memory)

chips. Scrubling' and transition encoding. do not require symbol

synchronization, and can be encoded and decoded wi th simple c:lrcu.i try •

.

3.3 Analysis of Altematives to the rooI code

The POOl performance can be put in perspective by comparing it to

other two level codes. In 485B block encoding without NRZI coding, the

best 22 codes have a run bound of 4 bits. It bas average transitions of

57.2% and minimum and maximum of 40% and 100% respectively. This 1s

. similar to the FDDI clock content. The maximum cumulative de average is
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wch worse as it varies 10% to 90%. Thus the bloclt enc;odiq alone is

inferior te the POOl cOllbination of bloclt and transition encodiq.

Using' a 4B6B block foraat with. NBZI coding will produce a code in

.

which all blocks are' exactly de balanced, have' at least two traul tions

and are ruB bounded by three. The 21 usable codes that result have a

59.1% averace transitions, 33% lIini.. and ·100% ..xillUll. The biaest

drawback of this code is a further 25% increase in bit rate, which is a

lar,e price for better dc balance.

The dc balance can also be improved by -anitorlng the Running

Digital sua (IDS). Bach code has a de value of either +10% or -10%. The

IDS indicates the balance of the sequence already tran_itted. Bach

code is then sent in .the polarity that will correct the de balance. The

receiver can correctly .decode if it also ..onitors the IDS .. The

encoder/decoder circuitry is .ore co..plex in this coding syst_ .. If an

error occurs in transaission, the error IlUltiplication will be ireater

than in the sch_e chosen for PODI.

Manchester (Bi-phase) code has three variations. They are st ..tlar,

as all
.

provide a transition every bi t period and have the sue PSD.

Manchester I (Bi-phase mark or digital FM) is a common form. It has a

transition at the beginning of each bit, with an additional .idbit

.

transition in the '0' pulse. Although there is 100% clock content and

very little low frequency this is achieved by a factor of two increase

in bSndwidth [7J.

In Killer code (delay modulation) a '1' is sent by a ..idbit
.

transition. A '0' preceded by a zero has a transi tion at the beginning

of the bit period, otherwise a '0' has no transition. This code insures
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a transition every 1.5 bits, req�ires no increase in bandwidth, and has

very little ·low frequency content. thlfortUJlately,· det_raining the

correct phase of the clock requires a 'one'-'zero'-'one' sequence [7].

All advalitage of block codes over Miller and Manchester codes

are the unique control codes -.This protects control codes froll being

",is taken as data and generally Ileana less· coaplex coder/decoder

circuitry is required.

3.4 Suaary
.

The POOl encoding scheae cOllbines block encodl1lJ with transi tion

encod1... The 22 codes which include 6 unique control codes provide

reasonable de balance and reasonable clock content. The penalty paid is

slightly higher syabol error lIultiplication, and slightly 1I0re receiver

and iran..i t t.r circui try. OVerall the PODI code cOllpares very well to

other two level codes.
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4. JrrTBI IN TBB RBCOVDBD CLOCK

4.1 Jitter

The clock r�overy filter' can either be a tuned circui t or a

phaae-locltecl .loop. To evaluate these options, the quali ty of the

extracted clock must be aeasured. Jitter 1s the standard measurement of

clock quali ty •

Jitter is a lMUure of the phase variation of the clock or data

period, It is given 1n units of radians, degrees or bit periods and as

a peak- to-peat or ms value. fte pbase error can be aeasured fr. the

UPlc·ted axis .crossing' of the wavefora, or a . desired axis crossing.

Usually the averase coaponent of the pbase error is not included in the

jitter calculation. The ras phase error or jitter is,

E_ • 1:(ElI}1..'lI

wheret E • phase error fro. mean zero crossing ti.e.

(4.1)

4.2 Jitter Tolerance

Jitter produced by a communication systea can be an-.lyzed in three

steaes. fte first stage is t�e' data jitter that Is produced in the·

transmission circuitry and channel. The �econd stage is the jitter on

the recovered clock from a single retiming circuit. The third stage is

the jitter 'accumulation that occurs when the data is regenerated

aultiple till" using recovered clocking.

Most of the published work on jitter is concerned with the third.

stage. The jitter aCCUllUlation in a chain of regenerators· is due to

noise at each regenerator and pattern effects. As the sue pattern is
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preset'lt at each repeater, the accuaulation of pattern jitter increases·

.ore rapidly than with random noise effects.

This third stage of jitter is avoided in POOl by using an

independent cloclt at each repeater to transmit the data. Thus, only the

cloclt jitter produced in a siagle retiming circuit and the data jitter

is of concern.

Ji tter tolerance is a measure of how llU.ch jitter can be present

without a s1pifi·cant increase in the probability of error.• The peak.

phase error influences the probability of error. Given a ras value of

Gaussl·an distributed jitter, an effective peak value can be found using

a peaking factor. The probability of exceeding. the effective peak value

i. used to set the peaking factor.

The optillUll sampling point is in the center of the eye opening for

each data bit (8). Jitter on the incomtag data closes the eye pattern.

Average· phase errors due to mistuning offset the average s..pling point

from center, and clock jitter distributes the saapling about the

average. Thus te correctly recover the data:

T/2 > E_ + Jo + J. (4.2)

where: Jd: • peak jitter on the information pulse,
Jo • peak jitter on the clock,
T • bit period (width of information pulse), and
E_ • static aistuning phase error of the clock •

.

This Is illustrated. in Fl,. 4.1.

evaluated by developing statistical equations. This has done by Bennet

(2) for tuned circuit recovery and by Roza (9) for PLL recovery. As

4.3 Jitter from Tuned Circuit and PLL Clock Extraction.

The factors causing jitter in the recovered clock can be
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'I,. 4.1 Clock and Data Jitter.

there is a nUilber of printing errors in Bennet's paper "Statistics of

Regenerative Di,i tal Trans.issiori"· the developlIlellt of the equations is

included in Appendix C. The final results agree with Bennet's but so.e

of the inter_diatesteps differ fro. the published work. Appendix 0

outlines. the develop.ant of the �uations for the PLL as found in

Roza's paper "Analysis of Phase-Loclted Tilling Extraction Circuits for

Puls.e COde Trans.ission". An intuitive route is followed in this

section quoting the final results found by Bennet and Roza. The results

for the PLL, all assume the loop is· second order. Loop order is

discussed in chapter 5.

The ideal resonant circuit for clock e�traction would have

infinite Q and would be correctly tuned to the bit frequency. Thus, it

could separate· the clock fro. the surrounding spectrum and would

continue to output the cloclt even with widely spaced data transitions.
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In a 'practical system the tuned circuit resonant frequency will deviate

froll the clock frequency. The bandwidth must be enlar,ed to acco_odate

this deviation,. Thus, power near the clock frequency also passes

throuah.. Tbe output upli tude will also, vary if transi tions are widely
,

spaced due to decay in the resonant circuit.

The ideal phase-locked loop would have a VCO correctly centered on

the bit frequency, and a very narroy low pass filter to sustain the

flywheel effect over .issina pulses., The VCO in' a practical

phue... loclted loop will also be sli,htly llistuned, and thenarrovness of

'the lovpass filter will be restricted by the required acquisition time,

as discussed in chapter S. The clock ,produced by either .. thod will

therefore have soae jitter as a result of .istun!na and, filter

bandwidth.

'General equations for jitter are very difficult to solve but can '

be sillplif1ed .. The follow-ina calculations of this jitter are valid' only

,when the bandwidth is ncb less than the bit rate, there is sufficient

cloek coritent, disturbances to the system are linear and the noise

effects are, independent ,of pattem [9].

4.3�1 Mis tuning Phase Error (E.)

The Signal arriving at the clock recovery circuit, can be separated

into a periodic waveform, a random data waveform and noise. Viewed in

the frequency domain the 'periodic waveform produces discrete components

'at the incoming clock frequency and its harmo,nics. For the periodic

component a bandpass filter or resonant circuit at the fundamental

frequency will recover the clock perfectly. If the circuit is ..istuned ,
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the output aaplitude will be reduced and a static .istuning phase shift

(f.) added. The output clock, c(t), will be:

c(t) - COS(E.)CD.(W�t-f.),

where: tan(E.) - Q(w�/w.-wo/w�),
Q � qUal! ty of the tuned circuit, and
ClIo • center frequency of tuned frequellcy.

Therefore, 1f �. « 1:

(4.3)

� 2.Q(w�-wol·
15_ .

.......

Ws. (4.4)

In a PLL vi th a center frequency of the oscillator different fro.

the inc_ing frequency, a phase o·ffset i8 produced that· adjus.ts the

loop frequency. This staUc angle·due to .iStURing is ,iven by (D .• 13):

weret 1Cv is the DC loop pin, and
Wo • center frequency of the tuned circuit.

4.3.2 Pattern Dependent Jitter

The rando. data wavefora produces a continuous spectrum. Dependln,

on the pulse shape there will also be discrete spectra at the barllOnics

of the data rate. If the pulses are shor·t enough to be considered

1.pulse., the continuous spectrum. will be flat around the clock

frequency and the continuous power will be constant over the bandwidth

of the tuned filter. The approxi_Uon holds for rectangular pulses not

exceedina half the clock period. The response of a narrow bandpass

filter centered at incoming clock frequency is an·amplitude modulated

sinusoid at the frequency of the resonant circuit. A lower quality

tuned circuit allow8 more interfering spectral components and. hence has

larger amplitude modulation.
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In the case where there is. sufficient clock. content and high 0,

the clock. upli tude varies only slightly and the clock. wavefora can be

predicted. Vlth no aistuning the recovered clock will be amplitude and

phase lIOdulated· but will
.

have the .: correct average frequency. In this

case the expec.ted output elock 1s given by (C.ll) and 1s reproduce4

below:

S(e(t») !:&�t.(4Q2+l)uaexp( -Wt. t-FJ/20)cos(wt.(t-T/2)+8).
•

. 4110asinh(n/20)' (4.6)

Thus the inl ttal _pl1 tude depends. on the aean of the .essage

signal (.1) and the rate of ..plltude decay depend. on the value of O.

If the circuit is aistuned the recovered clock pover will be

reduced while the interference power remains unchanged. The inter

ference power will now be llfixillUll at the resonant frequency. This pulls

the average output. clock frequency away froa' the data frequency toward

the resonant' frequency•. The relationship betw�en pattern jitter,

aistuning, and quality, where (wo-wt.)/wt.«l and 0»1, is given by

(C.37):

(4.7)

This result is iliportant as it shows that with any .istuning the

.r.s. jitter will increase by the square root of the 0 factor. Therefore,

an infinite 0 is not desirable in the practical ease.

The filtering in a PLL is achieved with a lowpass filter near dc,

not at the data rate. A comparison to tuned circuits can be Blade if an

effective quality is assigned' to the PLL. Roza (9) defines this O.ee

as:

(4.8)
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where, IL - noise bandwidth of PLL (Hz), and T - bit period.

'or the PLL the pattern jitter is then ,iven by (D.20):

(4.9)

Thus, an· increase in Q or. de ,ain ltv will decrease the pattern

jitter. In practice a lar,e d'c gain will riot eliainate pattern jitter

Unless the free running frequency of the PLL is identical to the input

frequencY. This is discussed in aore deta.il il'l chapter 7.

The above fotilUlas for pa.uem jitter hold only for IleSsages wi th

l1ldependent pulses.

4.2.3.Jltter due to Nolse

·NOise causes' phase variations even when the filter is correctly

tunecl. If the shifts due to noise are independent of _eb other an4 of

the ausace values the jitter can be calculated. There is no

requirement for the _ssace pulses to be independent. The relationship

of jitter to noise for the· tuned circuit. is ,iven by equation (C.49),

(4.10)

where, ra2 - variance of the shift in zero crossing time due to noise

Thus the larger the value of Q the less phase noise will be eaused

by the noise on the input waveform.

'or the PLL, the jitter contribution due to noise is ,iven in

(D.25):

This again shows the noise jitter will decrease with an increase in
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4.3.4 OVerview

Increasing the quality of a clock. recovery· tuned circuit will

reduce the effect of noise and help keep the· output pplltude constant.

However it will increase the effects of lIlistun!•• ·If the noise and

aistuning are know, Q can be optimiZed.

The output clodt froa a PLL clock recovery circuit has constant

aaplUucle and the aistuning pbase error can be reduced to an

sufficiently low value by a large dc gain (1(.). Thus, Q.t!t! can be _de

large (noise bandwidth naIl) to reduce the effect of. noise. Equation

(4.10) indicates pattern jitter can also be reduced to zero by a large

de loop gain. In a loop whose free running frequency Is not the slUlle as

the incolling frequency this will not be the case. The independence of

the Ilistuning phase error froa noise jitter is the _in benefit of a

PLL recovery circuit. The increase in acquisition tille that accompanies

an increase in Q.t!t! will be discussed in chapter 5.

4.4 JiHer Allocation

4�3.1 Data Jitter Allocations and Measurement

The PODI data jitter spedfications (10) are broken into three

categories� Duty Cycle Distortion (DCD), Data Dependent Ji tter (000),

and lando. JJtter (Ran). They are measured from the nominal average or

50% point. Por· aeasurement purposes this is the zero crossing of the AC

coupled signal.

Duty cycle distortion .is the shrinkage 1n the eye pattern caused
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by differences in delay fro. low-to-high and hi,h-to-low transitions.

It is aeasured when the idle pattern Is sent continuously. The idle

pattern is a 62.5 MHz square wave. DCD is specified as a zero-to-peak.

value, and its values are added linearly through the system.

Data dep!!!deDt jitter is due to the data pattern cOllbined with

bandli.Uina. non-zero DC balancing, and iaperfeetions in the syst_.

It 1s MaSured wi tb a specified "worst cue" data sequence.. The

contribution. fro•.. DCD as aeasured above is subtracted. 'lbe DDJ

aeasureaents Ue also ,iven in zero-to-peak values but are added as the

square root of tbe sua of squares.

Rand_ jitter is _illly due to theral noise. It is considered a

Gausalan process and is _asured in ru values usina an "idle" data·

pattern·, to eli.inate contribution fro. DDJ. 'lb. DCD co.ponent is again

subtracted. Rando. ji iter is added as the s.quare root of the sua of tbe·

squares. The total is aultiplied by a pealdnc factor -to ,ive tbe peak.

value. A peak to rae value of 6.3 is specified for tbis application.

The probability of exceeding this value is 2.SxlO-10 (6.3 standard

deviations).

The POOl specifications of ..xillUll data jitter at tbe input to the

clock recovery circuit are:

1.0 ns peak
0.90 ns peak, and
0.180 ns rms.

4�3.2 Clock Jitter Allocation

POOl specifications do not ,ive precise recovered clock jitter

allocations. However, tbe total peak data and clock jitter and
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aistuning phase error must Dot- exceed the peak eye opening of 4.0 ns:

T/2 1 data jitter + clock jitter + E_

� D_DCD+D_DDJ+C_DCD+C_DDJ+6.3(D_RAN2+C_RAN2P/2+E_ (4.12)

In- a - high de gain PLL the lIistuning phase error EiII, will be

reduced to almost- zero. The exact allowable peak jitter �ill depend on

the distribution between duty cycle distortion, data dependent jitter

ad random jitter. A conservative estimate can be .ade by asswQ.ng the

peak rancl_ cloclt jitter and the peak randoa data jitter add linearly.

'1'hUs:

4.0 ns 1 J. + J. + E_

� D_DCD + D_DDJ + 6.3D_RAN + J� + E_

1 1.0 ns + 0.9 ns + 6.3(0.18) + J. + 0 ns.

Therefore:

J. s 1.9 ns peak

(4.13)

(4.14)

This estimate also neglects the benefits gained by the PLL traclting the

data jitter.

,-

4.5 Summary

Phase-Ioclted loop
-

cloclt extraction has several advantages over tuned

- circuit extraction. The chief of these is that the mistuning phase

error can be reduced to zero without increasing the noise jitter. The

allowable jitter in the cloclt depends on the data jitter present, the

width of the data pulse, - and the relative importance of the jitter

causing mechanisms. ¥hen using a high de gain PLL, a conservative

estimate of allowable cloclt jitter is 1.9 ns peak.
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5. PBASI-LOCKED LOOP OVDVIBV

The three basic components in a phase-locked 'loop (PLL) are a

phase detector, a loop filter and a voltage controlled oscillator

(VOO). The phase detector compares the phase of the iDCoaing signal to

that of the VCO Signal. Its output is low pass filtered, and applied to

the VCO to control the output frequency. A basic PLL i. shown in Flg.

5.1.

PHASE DETECTOR
,

LOOP FilTER VCO

INPUT
SIGNAL

ERROR
SIGNAL

�

__

�
CONTROL
SIGNAL,

Flg. 5.1 Basie PLL Configuration

5.1 Basic Loop Equations

Mathematical descriptions of the three loop components can be

cOllbined in an equation to predict the loop�s performance. The

following equations assume the loop 1s locked. Linear mathematical

descriptions make the equation easier to solve and are used where ever

reasonable.

If the phase detector is linear,' its output, (Vd) is proportional

to the difference in phase between its inputs:
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V.(s) • K.(8s(s)-8.(s» + high frequency teras

• Itd8.(s) + high frequency teras (V), (5.1)

where: at-(a) • pbase of input signal (rad),
8.(s) - veo phase angle (rad), ..

K. • phase detector gain (V/rad)
V.(s) • pbase difference voltage (V), and
8.(8) • 8:1.(.) - 8.(s) • phase error Crael).

The phase difference voltage is passed throuch a low pass filter

with transfer funetion P(s). This filter rellOves high frequen�y

cOliponents and noise. The output of the filter Is the control voltage,

V.(s):

V.(s) - P(s)V.(s) (Volts). (5.2)

The VCO has: an output frequency proportional to the input control
.

.

voltage. The output phase 8.(s) 1s .obtained by integrating:

80(s) • !O!�L!l. (r&d),· (5.3)

where: K. • veo gain (rad/V-s)�

The locked PLL can be analyzed as a feedback control .yat_. The

open loop transfer function G(a) Is the forward· path and contains the

phase detector, filter and oscillator. It is given byl

G(s) • !o!ct!!!l.
a

(5.4)
.. .

In a basic PLL
.

the feedback path is unity (B(s).I). The closed

loop tranafer function T(s) relates the output phase to the input

phase, and ia given by:

T( 8.!!! G(s)s) • es(s) • l+G(s)B(s)
. KoKdF(s).
•

s+KoKdF(s)

The loop noise bandwidth BL' can be found by integrating the

(5.5)

closed loop transfer function:
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(5.6)

Specific loop bandwidths will be discussed with filters in section 6.3.

The' error response of the loop, . relates the phase error to the

input phase. It i� given by:

!a1!l • 1 1.
&s:(s) 1+G(s)B(s)· 1+lUC.P(s) (5.7)

The gain of t.he loop viII be frequency dependent if a loop filter

1s included. The DC pin of the loop is denoted K. te corresponcl to tbe

veloeity error constant found in control theory. It is given by:

K. • lUd(.O). (5.8)

The hip frequency pin, Ka, is given by:

K.. - lUC..P(.) • (5.9)

.

5.2 Loop Order

The order of a PLL 1s ,iven by tbe nUilbar of poles in tbe

closed-loop transfer function, T(s) •. A first order loop is obtained by

omitting the filter alto,ether, thus P(s).I. Second.order loops bave

low pass filters with one pole, and tbird order loops bave two pole low

pass' £11 ters.. Loops of. bi,her

stability becoaes a problem.

Narrow noise bandwidth and good tracking of tbe input signal are

order are not ,enerally used as

desired in a PLt. Pirst order loops and second order loops using a

simple lag filter (P(s).I/(sT+l», are seldom used as bandwidth must be

sacrificed to obtain ,ood tracking response.

Second order loops using lead-lag filters are the most co_only

implemented. They are unconditionally stable and have independent
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control of the loop noise bandwidth and traclting. Lead-lag filters can

be. passive or active as discussed in Chapter 6.

5.3 Loop Type

The. phase-loCked loop type is detemined by the nwaber of perfect

lntecrators. The' veo· 1s a perfee.t integrator, so' all loops are Type I

or hisher.

The PLL desllft is largely detemined by the desired UM doaain

error r-.ponse. Type I systellS give zero steady state error for an

input unit step in phase, a constant error to an input phue rallp, and

an unbounded error to an ace.eleraUng phase input.

Type II systeatS produce a zero steadY state error to both step

and raap phase inputs, and a constant error to an accelerating phase

input. Thus the type II loop is the more desirable configuration.

A type III loop will have zero steady state error in response to

step, reap and acceleration inputs. These filters are more complex and

the loop can be made stable only at certain gains.

5.4 Bold-in, Pull-in and Lock-in Ranges

A PLL has three input signal frequency ranges that describe its

operation. Unfortunately, several different names for these ranges are

in use. The relative size of these ranges and their more common names
.

are shown in Fig. 5.2. This report will use the terms hold-in, pull-in

and lock-in as defined by Gardner [11]. The hold-in range Rs is the

range of frequencies over which the loop can track if it is already

successfully locked. The pull-in range is the frequencies over which
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the loop. ean aequire loa, and the loa-in range is the frequeneies

over which loa is aequired without eyele slipping.

I
fo

Ra Rp RL Author

Bold-in Pull-in I Loa-In Gardner [11 J ,
Krause (12),

. lUapper[ 13J

Loa capture I
- ... _--- Kaufll8ft (14 J ,

IlCA [15J

Sync:hronization Aequisi tion ------ Blalieard [ 16]

Fig. 5.2 Frequency Range Teras iii Comaon Use.

The hold-in range 1s deterllined by the first loop eOllponent that

saturates. In a loop where the phase deteetor can reach its maximum

without saturating the other loop eo_ponents, the hold-in range is

given by:

R•• ± v•...Kv, (5.10)

In a high gain loop, the aetive filter or the VCO usually

saturates before the phase deteetor. For the case·of the amplifier

saturating first:
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(5.11)

and for the case of the veo limiUng the range, the holel-in range is

equal to the veo tuning range ..

. 5.5 Acguisi tion

Acquisition 1s the process of adjusting the frequency and phase of

the loop oscillator to that of the incoming sipal.

5.5.1 rrequency AcquisiUon

rrequency acquisition 1s the process of. adjusting. the loop

oscillator
.

to the incOlling frequency. If the ini·tial frequency

d1fference 1s very large, the input signal cycles will slip in and out

of pbase wi th the ·loop clock before the frequency can be· acquired. This

is called cycle slipping.

During cycle slipping, the output of the phase detector has a beat

note. Its frequency is given by the difference frequency of the veo and

the input signal. On one half ·of the beat note the control voltage

forces the loop toward the input frequency, thereby reducing the beat

note fr.equeucy. On the other half, the voltage opposes acquisi tion by
.

pushing the loop frequency away from the input frequency and increasing·

the frequency o·f the beat note. The aiding half of the beat note will

become longer and the opposing half shorter, produci.ng an average de

coaponent. The loop filter attenuates high frequencies and 8IIplifies

the dc and low frequency components of the control signal. This pulls

to the correct frequency and locks the loop.

If the loop filter contains a perfect integrator all frequencies
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. within the hold-in ranp will eventually loclt, although cycle slipping

lliay occur for long periods. If the loop filter integration is not

perfect, there are so.. input frequencies where the VCO will

continuously cycle slip and never acquire loclt. The range of

frequencies over : which the VCO can acquire loclt vi th cycle slipping is

tbe pull-in range. 'Vben the initial frequency differ._ce is s_ll·

enough, the frequency is acquired wi thout. cycle slipping'. TIlls range of

input frequency 1s called the loclt�in railge.

In a loop eaployins an active filter with very high DC gain and

low volt_· offsets, the pull-in range nearly equals the .hold-in range.

1ft loops using passive filters the pull-in range is JaUch s..ner. 'irst

order loops having no filter have a loclt-in: J:&nge equal to their hold

in range. The tel'll pull-in range is not generally applied to these

loops, as they can not acquire loclt if cycle slipping occurs.

The frequency acquisition of a phase-Ioclted loop is a very nOR

linear process. During cycle slipping, the feedback is sOlietimes

positive and sometimes negative. To further cOlllpoUnd the probl.. , each

integrator in the loop adds a state variable to the analys·ls. The
.

'.

. .

initial value for each state variable must be known for a complete

analysis. 'or a second order loop, both the initial phase and frequency

are needed to predict the exact response. The equations that result can

not be solved analy.tically. Viterbi (16] has produced phase-plane plots

that graphically display a family of solutions for second order loops

with specific phase detectors and damping ratios.

Defining the loclt-in range in terms of frequency only is not

.
completely accurate but is a useful (and solvable) engineering
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approximation. Por a first order loop the lock range is given by its

pin. In higher order loops the high frequency ga1n, Ka (as illustrated

in '1g_ 6.6), approxillates. the loa-in range:

IL •.tK. (r&d). (5.12)
'. This approxi_tion tends to be IIOre conservative than the average

lock-in frequency deterained from.the Viterbi phase-plane plots '(16].

5.5.2 Phase Acquisition

During phase acquisition the loop is acting correctly as a

neg•.ttve feedbaCk control loop. The phase acquisi tion is described by

the error response. To describe the transient and steady state response

control terminology is followed. Por a second order loop the d.-ping

ratio'(r), and natural frequency (<ab), are used. If r<1 the systea is

underd8llped and overshoots the target. If r>1 the syst.. is overdamped.

A dup11l1 ratio of 0.5 llinimizes the noise bandwidth for a given

Wft (constraint on the accelaration error). If the nolse bandwidth is

fixed, .chOostng r.0.707 will minimize the pull-in ti... and a ratio of

0.81 will maximize the frequency step the loop .can handle without being

pulled out of lock. Optiaua damping ratios for these and other criteria

are given by Gardner [11]. Moderate departure from' these points does

not radically affect loop perfonance. Most criteria are adequately met

if 0.5·$r $I .14.

If the loop is higher than second order, the root locus technique

discussed later in this .chapter can be used to predict the dominant

second order response.
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5.5.3 Acquisition Tillie

The. total acquisi tion tillle can be broken into times for frequency and

pbase acquisition:

(5.13)

where: t. - pull-in or cyele slipping time,
t •. - pbase slip time (s) and,
t. - phase acquisition time (s).

For initial frequencies well outside the lock-in ranae but inside

the pull-in ranp, the acquisition UlIle is dominated by cycle slipping.

This· is the ti_ it takes to change fro. the ini tial· frequency to the

lock limit (within ·tKa. rad/s of the input frequency). It can be very

long in narrowbaDd loops.

An approxi_te pull-in Ulle for a second order loop with a

sinusoidal pbase detector if 1 Ws. ..w.1 »lCa, 1s given by Gardner (11):

(5.14)

Iquation (5.14) is a good. conservative estimate for IIlOSt pbase

detectors. If the initial frequency is Dot significantly outside .the

lock range the esti_ted pull-in tiM will be widely effected by the

initial phase.

Vhen the initial frequency is in the lock-in range, the frequency

acquisition tille can· be dominated by the phase slip time. Phase slip

occurs if the initial phases of the input and loop clock are such that

the feedback is positive and the loop frequency is pushed away from

lock. The phases IlUSt slip enough for the feedback to become negaUve.

A slip of up to half the beat note period could be required. The time

to slip into negative feed back will be bounded by:
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1
.

•

t. s 2(f ..-f.) .

If the input and loop frequencies are close, this c:an t�e a very long

(5.15)

The phase acquisition time is· deterained by the. settlina tiile of

the loop. In five time constants the loop will settle to wi thin :t. 0.7%

of the.final value. Using this definition:

(5.16)

.

The fast..t acquisiUon .U_ occurs when the sipal. frequency is

ju.t inside the l�-in range. The wider this tange the saaller that

aaxillUll phase slip tiM will be. Equation ("�14) shows the high

frequency gain must be increased to inerease .the loclt�in range. As will

be seen in the filter discussion in section 6.3 a larger high frequency

gaia ·produce.s a larger natural frequency,. CIIa. This will also reduce t••

The aint.ua bandwidth needed to achieve a specific maximo. acqUisition

time can be calculated.

5.6 Root LQcus Analysis

The root locus method is a graphical method of analyzing the

stability and transient response of feedbaclt control systems. It is

appUcableto a lowd PLL and can give insight into the effects of the·

loop parameters on the loop performance. Most systems are basically

second order systeas. When the loop is o.f higher order the root locus

plot can be very useful in determining the dominant second order

response.

The root locus plot shows. graphically how the roots of the
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characteristic equation,

l+G(s)B(s) • 0,· (5.17) .

are ehanged as paraaeters in th� system ehanges. In the ease of the PLL

this can be rewritten:

1 U.ll.s\ 0+--�.
S (5 ..18) .

The closed loop roots for a specific value of loop gain (loR.) are

found by solVing equation (S.18) •. ' root locus is obtained by plotting

the· closed loop roots· on the s plane as the loop gain is varied froll

zero to Wini ty. Vb_ the gain is zero, the closed loop roots will

fall on the open loop poles. When the gain is Infini te, the closed loop

.

roots will fallon the open loop zeros. Thus all lines of increasing

gain ori,inate on an open loop pole and terainate on a zero.

11g. 5.3 shows one closed loop poletof a complex-conjugate pole

paiIt plotted on the s plane. The distance froa the origin te the root

indicates the natural frequency (�) of the second. order response. The.

vertical axis indicates the damped frequency (w.), and the cosine of

the angle from the. horizontal axis is the duping ratio (r). lor gains

that produce only roots in the left hand plane the system ls·stable.

Gains that produce roots on the. right hand side make the systell

unstable. Sensitivity to ehanges in gain is measured by the amount of

IIOvement in the closed loop poles as the gain is varied. Rules for

sltetchiq root locus are available in Dorf [17].

lor repeated use or for a complex system a computer program is

worthwhile. The pro,ram (RLOCI) which is used in this thesis is

presented in Van de Vegte [18] and was· modified, by George Knopf, for

use at the University of Saskatchewan.
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STABLE
.. UNSTABLE
: JQl· .

(A)d

F1g. 5.3 Second Order Root Location in the S Plane.

5.7 SUlIUry

Although exact equations describing PLL operation are cumbersome

(or not available), .many suitable engineering approximations exist.

These approximations along with control theory. and root locus analysis

provide a frame work for PLL design.
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6. LOOP COMPONBNTS

A phase lodted loop is cOllprised of three components, a phase

detector, a loop filter and a Vco. These components are selected to

adlieve the loop design par_ters. In other PLL applications sueh as

PM IIOdulation/d..odulation and carrier recovery, all clodt trans! tions

are present, and it is not essential to have high sain loops. Unlike a

carrier wavefora, binary data does· not have. all transi tiona· present •
.

This restricts the choice of phase· detector in a clock recovery PLL.

Purtheraore, a high dc loop gain is required to keep the. lliatuning

phase error sall. The gain of the loop is usually set by the choice of

. filter. The veo cri ter!a 1s essentially the Salle
.

in a clodt recovery

circuit as for other PLL applications.

6.1 Phase Detectors

In a PLL, the phase detector produces an error signal proportional

to the phase difference between the incoming signal and the loop clock.

This is lovpass filtered to produce an average voltage that controls

the VCO .frequency.

The purpose of producing a clock at the receiver is to saple the

incoming data· bits. The preferred sampling time is at the center of

each bit. If the loop has locked to a stable incoming frequency, the

. phase angle between the input data and the loop clock will be constant

and the average output of the phase detector will also be constant. A

phase difference of n radians (T/2) will place the clock in the middle

of the data bit periods.
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6.1.1 Properties of Phase Detectors

A randO. NRZI data streaa has missing transitions, and does not

bave a spectral cOilponent at the cloclt frequency. If the phase detector

requires a clock frequency co.ponent, the data str_ IlUst be processed.

to produce it. Missing. transitiom, in the input. are not easily replaced·

and the inab!li ty to handle thell maltes many phase de.tectors UDsui table

for clock recovery from binary data. Other qual!Ues to be exuined

when choosing a phase detector are, the pbase detector characteristic,

noise ·1_1 ty, and ripple frequency of the output.

The phase detector characteristic 1s a plot of tbe average output

vo.l tage versus tbe phase difference of the input signals. Fro. tbe

characteristic, tbe center of tbe phase range (pbase offset), tbe

center of tbe voltage range (voltage offset), tbe linear range, and tbe

,ain
.

can be detel'lllined. The . tbree most co_on characteristics are

sinusoidal, triangular, and sawtooth are pictured in F1g. 6.1.

The sinusoidal and triangular phase cOllP&ra·tors bave a pbase

offset of n/2 radians, and sawt.ootb pbase comparators of n radians. If

a transition detector is i.Dcluded in tbe phase detector. its delay will

also
. affect the value of the total pbase offset (8.), and system

stability. Usually tbe pbase offset (80) is removed in analysis. Thus

tbe pbase error is given by:

e. • 8:1.-80-8.

(6.1)

The linear region is -n/2s8.sn/2 for a triangular pbase detector,

and -nse.sn for a sawtooth phase detector. The sinusoidal phase

detector is considered linear for angles e. such that sin(8.)-8.. If
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Error
Si9r:'ol, Vd
.: {Volts)

-n -n/2 o £1/2 n 3/2 n 2 n 2/3 n 3 n

Input Phase Difference, 8d (rod)
'ig•.6.1 Common Phase Detector Characteristic

loop components are not approximately linear over their active regions.

analysis becomes difficult if not impossible. In high gain loops the

.

active region is s_ll so a constant phase deteetor· gain is reasonable

for calculations on the locked loop. Therefore. linearity and large

phase ranges are not as important qualities in high gain clock recovery

. loops as they are in other applications.

The phase detector gain. Kc.. is the slope of the characteristic

and has units of volts/radians. °If the characteristic is non-linear the

gain is measured at the operating point.

The ability to handle additional transitions implies the phase

detector has noise immunity. It does not indicate .the phase detector

. can handle lIissing transitions. Transitions due to noise differ from
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transitions in the received data, as they occur at unpredictable U_s

and usually cause only a short level change.

The frequency of the ripple in. the pbase detector· output can

MCOM laportant when the loop filter is active. The operational
.

uplifter used in' the filter ., not handle high frequency inputs, and

bandpass or lowpass ripple filters·may be n�· before the operational

..,lifier. The ripple filter .ust be included in the loop analysis' if

the cut-Gff frequency is not well rellOved fro. that 'Of the l'Oop
.

filter .• TherefGre, if filt.rina Is required, the bi,ber the ripple

frequency tlMlt easier it is te filter without
.. affecUIlI the loop

.respoDSe •

. The . offset VGlt.... err'Or (Vo) is the difference of the ae.tual

volt...
· offset fro. the expected volt.,e 'Offset .• It Is Jlle&Sured with

the input frequency set ee the VCO center frequency. This v'Olt.,.

'Offset error causes a pbase err'Or because it is llisinterpreted as pbase

Infor.tiGn.

The 'Offset phase error (Eo) is related to the. 'Offset voltage by

the pbase detector pin:
.

E•• K..sVo (6.2)·
.

If the dc 'Offset v'Oltage is slpificant, a null adjustment is needed.

6.1.2 Types of Phase Detectors

Pbase detectors fall into three seneral cate,ories. Multiplier

circuits and sequential circuits have 'Outputs whose averages preduce

analoaue centrel sianals. Di,ital circuits preduce an 'Output �hich is

used as a discrete centrol signal.
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Discrete or "true" digital phase detectors are used only in

digital phase locked loops. The output fro. these phase detecto�s is a

discrete number. The locally generated oscillator is restricted to

discrete phase increaents. For the loop. to �rate. correctly the

.

incoaing signal aust be s_pled at greater than twice its bandwidth. In

the ease of 125 Mbps data the sampling rate would approach the limits

of ICL and,.' therefore, the digital phase locked loop was not

considered further.

6.1'.2.1 Multiplier Phase Detectors

.Multiplier phase detector circuits produce an average' output

proportional to the product. of the two inco.ing signals.. They are level

activated circuits and do not respond to extra noise transitions. This.

giveS thea. high nolse i..unity. These circuits have no aeaory.

All lIUltiplier phase detectors require both the input anel the

referenee' signals to have a spectral component at the clock frequency.

Received HRZI data can be proeessed to give acoaponent at the 'clock

frequency using non linear .. thods.

Por each aissing transition pulse, a aultiplie� detector outputs

the VCO clock or the inverted VCO ciock ... Due to the syaaetry of the

clock the average output from the phase detector for one bit will be

tbe voltase offset. This voltage corresponds to the center frequency of

the VCO. The VCO continues to oseillate at the same frequency due to

the low frequency response of the loop filter, but it will drift toward

its free running frequency. Thus the multiplier pbase detector has a

flywheel effect.
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Multiplier phase detectors utilize all the transitions in the

receivecl data. Therefore, the fraction of the time wbich they rely on

the flywheel effect (FNUL) is ,iven by: .

·Tlds result holds f.or c.orrelatecl and uncorrelated trlPlSitions. the

effect can be incorporated into ,the .' phase detector charaeteristic by

aultlplyins.:K.t by Pt, yieldina a new phase detector pin, K.tc.

If both inputs are square waves the phase characteristic will be

trianaular and tile phaSe offset is n/2. The effect of one asyaaetr1c

input is to cause a shift in the phase offset. and to limi t the peaks

result ina in .a trapazoidal characteristic. If both inputs are

..,_.tric, these li.itina zones beco.. unequal and the phase .offset· is

again shifted. The phBse detector &ain is unaffected· by the duty cycle

of the inp\it sipals. Fi,. 6.2. shows the phase characteristic for each

of these cases. For symaetric inputs both signals have pulse Widths of

T/2, for one asyaaetric input the clock width is T/2 and the input

signal pulse width T/4, and for two asyametric inputs the clock width

is 3T/8 and the input signal pulse width T/4.

Several problems arise with asymaetric inputs. The shift in phase

offset ean be compensated, if the duty cycle of each input is known.

However, the output of the phase detector (without an input sianal) .

will have the duty cycle of the clock. If the veo clock is asymmetric,

the average output voltage will not maintain the veo's center

frequency. Thus, the flywheel effect will not work properly. The

unequal li_itina zones caused by two asymmetric inputs will cause a dc

offset voltage during cycle slippin,. This can either aid or hinder
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P1,. 6.2 lOR Phase Detector Characteristic Vi th Asy.etric Inputs.
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frequency acquisi tion. Baigr�; Harvey and Peterson (1.5] suggest

acquisition will not be unduly effected if each input is wi thin 8% of

the desired half bit width. The limiting zones will not affect the

operation of the loop if the loop is already locked or does not cycle··

slip during acquisition.

Multiplier phase comparators are usually impleaented usina

svUehing. circuits. These give a
: close approxiMation to a true

ault1plier. Host co..only used are double balanced diode mixers and XoR

ptes.

The exclusive-or gate is a di,ital integrated circuit, and is

easily included 1n larger digi tal designs. A 'suple' of the phase

difference is taken at the zero crossings of . the waveforas·. Although

not included in this thesis, a precise analYSis of loop dynaalcs sbould

include the one· half bit delay of this process plus the propogation

delay through the device.

The best results are produced when both the input and the clock

signals are rectangular. When the loop is locked the output is a pulse

train. It has the period of the half the incoming data streaa period

and a duty cycle proportional to the phase difference (e.. j , Thus, when

the input frequency is close to fo, there is a ripple componeilt at

approximately twice the data frequency.

The XOR pbase detector characteristic is a function of tbe

probability of data transitions (Pt), the rise and fall times of the

gat" and tbe duty cycle of each input. Tbe range of input frequencies

is limited by the logic speed. For infinitely fast rise and fall times

and a 50% duty cycle for botb inputs, tbe familiar triangular
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I

characteristic is obtained.

A· double balanced llixer uses four diodes to produce the switching

action. The advantages of a double. balanced mixer are: isolation

between the reference signal, tbe input signal and 'the output signal,

and low dc offset. As the inputs are transforaer coupled, tbe output

will be affected· if tbe input is not.de balanced.

Double balanced mixers are available for use with inputs up to tbe·

.icrowave frequencies. They accept either rectaagular or sinusoidal

inputs and have pbase cbara.cteristies ¥blch are triangular and

slnusoldal·res:pectively.

6.1.2.2 8equen.tial.Pbas4! Detectors

A sequential phase detector produces. an output proportional to the.

average time interval between the zero crossings of' the tvo input

signals. A precise analysis of the loop dynuics sbould include the one

bl.t delay of tbis s8llpling process. These cireui ts have memory of .past

transitions, and .ost implementations are intolerant of missin, or

extra transitions. They are us�ly implemented using digital

integrated circuits and operate best on signals wi th rapid rise and

fall times. They ptoduce an analogue output and are not 1It1'ue digi tal

phase detectors.'

The character.istic of most sequential phase detectors is sawtoQth.

Sequential phase detectors are transition activated and tbey are not

affected b.Y other characteristics of the waveforms such as pulse

duration. Tbus, asymmetric input signals do' not chan,e tbe phase

characteristic. Sequential phase detectors do not require the input
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silll&1 spectrum to have power at the cloclt frequency. Bowever,

transition encoding will produce positive transitions at both the

positive and neptive transitions in the data signal. the output is a

.
.

rectangular wave at the signal frequency with a duty cycle dependent on

the phase error. When the input frequency 1s near fea the ripple

frequency is at appr�xi..tely the data rate.

A siUlle R-S flip-flop is the si.plest fora of sequential phase

detector. IncOilillS sipal transitions se� the . output high, and the VCO

. cloclt resets it low. This lapleaentation is not suitable for data

streus since aissing transitions produce a high or low voltage that is

one bit long. For the flywheel effe�t to work properly the average

output for .is.ing.transitions .ust be close to the offset voltage.

A tOllled sequential phase detector can be obtained by the

circuits in Fig. 6.3. In both of these circuits the output is set high

by a· data transition and toggled by a cloek transition. The set

function in Fig. 6.3a is level active. Thus, if a cloek transition

eeeurs during a data transition pulse it' will be ignored. In the

circuit in Fig. 6.3b both the data and the cloclt inputs edge active.

If a data t-rans·ltion is aissing the next· cloclt transition yill

toggle the output high. Regardless of whether a data transition occurs,

the output will stay high until the next clock transition. After it is

reset low, the circuit will onee again respond nor.ally to data

transitions. Thus, for every missing data transition, the output is

high for one bit and low for one bit period giving an average of the

offset voltage.

The flywheel action works correctly since the transition that
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Fig. 6.3 Toggled Sequential Phase Detectors;
a) Level Active Circuit: b) Edge Active Circuit.
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iaaediately follows the missing transition is not u.tilized. Thus, the·

time spent on flywheel is greater than for the .ultiplier phase

detector. 'or random transition data" with uncorrelated transitions,

the fraction of. tiM that. the loOp operates on flywheel P.IIO is:

• • •

-. -

• 2pt:a[ I !,{gt2)ft + I'n(qt2)DJ, where cit • I-pt
....0 qt D-O'

(6.4)

Usi.... the series solution:.

(6.5)

Substituti... (6.5) into (6.4), and simplifyi... :

P.1Io • ...!:.2t_�
.1-pt/2

The toaled sequential phase detector has a frequency

(6.6)

dtscriminator eharacteristic. If the· data rate is higher. than the clock

frequency the probability that no transitions occur between clock

pulses· is' reduced', and Vo' increases. This tends to push the clock

frequency higher and thus closer to lock. Similarly Vo decreases when

tbe data rate is decreased.

The different delays in the two signal paths can cause a negative

slope region on the phase detector characteristic. This causes an

offset voltage that hinders acquisition. The effect is similar to flat

spots in the lOR phase detector characteristic. The. sections of

variable delay line allow the two path delays to be equalized. To

again insure the acquisiti�n time is not unduly affected, the path

delay difference should be less than O.16%T [15J.
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The phase-frequency detector is another sequential phase detector

ll1pl_entation. It is unique, as when the loop is out of lock, the

control ·sipal indicates the direction of tbe error and·pr;ovides

auto_tic sweep frequency acquisition. It is unfortunately unsuitable

for data applications since the freq�ency is not _intained when
.

transitions are lIissing.

6.1.3 Collparison of XOR Multiplier and Toaled Sequential Phase

Detectors

In clock recovery, the phase detector should use all incoaing

clock lnfonaatiob. 'the sequential detector ignores IlUch of this

infomation as indicated by its flywheel fraction. The flywheel

fraction versus the probabili ty of
.

transi tion is plotted for both phase

detectors in Pig. 6.4. The transitions were assued uncorrelated. These

results were experillefttally confirlled using pseudo-randOll data of

length 255. Por randOll transition pulseS with Pt • 0.5 (PNUL • 1/2,

PSIIO • 2/3), the IlUltiplier phase detector relies. on the flywheel

effect half the tille but the sequential circuit relies on it two thirds

of the ti_.

Por PODI encoded d.ata if all codes are
. randOli and equiprobable,

PNUL• I-pt. 0.39 ,. and P••o • 0.61 • This means the sequential phase

detector will use the flywheel effect 61% of the tille. It will ignore

1/3 of the available tr;ansitions, and thus 1/3 the clock inforJRation

provided by the data encoding•. In this calculation the correlation of

the transitions was included.

In the sequential phase detector, the effect of unequal path
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delays can either aid or oppose acqui'siUon during cycle slipping. To

bave negli,ible effect at 125 MHz, the paths .y differ by up to 12.8

ps. This is virtually impossible to achieve as tbe propagation delay of

the ptes vary as auch as 1. 70s. The ..owt of aid from
.

the frequency

discriminator cb8racterisUc of a sequential pbae detector is

relatively SDll, and in this ease is easily swaaped by the effect of

different delay paths. Acquisition during cycle. slipping. with

IlUltlpller phase detectors is affected if both inputs are as�tric •

. The adjustaent need only. be within 8%. This effect is unimportant if

eycle slippinc is avoided.

The sequential phase detector is less affected by the loaic rise

and· fall U..s as
. it svi tebes at half the frequency of the XOR phase

detector. If the ripple aust be filtered, tbe bieber ripple frequency

fro.
.

the lOR detec.tor is preferable.

In overview, the _jor disadvantage of the sequential phase

detector is poor utilization of cloclt information. The lOR pbase

detector vas chosen for use in this study. Details of tbe design are

diseussed
.

in Sec tion 7.3.1.

6.2 Voltage Controlled Oscillators

The voltage controlled oscillator adjusts its output frequency

according' to the control voltage. It is conSidered to be a perfect

integrator as discussed in Chapter 5.

6.2.1 Properties of VCO Circuits

The important features of a VCO are: electrical tuning range
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(frequency deviation), .odulation bandwidth, phase and frequency

stability; gain (Ko), and linearity of frequency versuS control

voltage.

The electric tURiy r!.l!le is the range of output frequencies that

caD be obtained fro. the veo by adjusting the control voltage. Usually,

tbe tuning range ls centered around the "center frequency" � The range

is 'often given as a percentage or. fraction of the center frequency. The

tuning range .ust be lar,er than the range of incoming frequency to

allow for. a aistuned center frequency_ There should also be enough

range to allow for overshoot in response to a step phase change or

during acquisition:. The uount required depends on the loop duping

factor. For a duping ration of .0.707 a buffer of 30% of the incoming

signal is reco_ended [16] •
.

As wl1l be discussed in chapter 7, a. llUeb larger tuning range .y

be used to obtain a fast acquisition time.

The � or sensitivity is the slope of the frequency versus

control voltage plot. The gain must be large enough to produce the

desired frequency range with the range of control voltages available

from the filter or gain block.

Linearity is a constant gain or slope over the veo's frequency

range. In some PLL applications linearity is essential. In clock

recovery the loop will operate correctly with a non-linear veo, but the

loop equation will be much more difficult to solve.

The modulation bandwidth indicates how quiekly the frequency can

be changed.• Frequency control is obtained by using voltage or current

to change the value of a component in the oscillation circui t , The tille
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delay in varying the tuning el_ent stops the circuit fro. reacting to

higb frequency signals. The Ilodulation bandwidth (or 3 dB point)- is the

frequency at which the ·effect of the control signal is attenuated by

0.707.

Phase and fr!guency .stability are _asures. of short and long tera

deviations in the VCO output. Phase noise or �ltter can be caused by

white noise and non-linear oscillator circuit eleilents. causes for

frequency drift �e theraal effects and aging.

6.2.2 Types of ¥CO Circuits

eo.moa types of VCO's include crystal oscillators (VCXO), LC

oscillators, ac aultivibrators and, fiG t\Dled oscillators.

Quartz crystal oscillators are the .ost co_on crystal

oscillators. They tend to have a very high Q, but narrow tuning range.

Ixtreae li.itsof the tuning. range are in the order of 0.25 ·to 0.5% of

the center frequency. The cut and dimensions of the crystal determine

its oscillating frequency. Punda1llental frequencies froll 1 kHz to 25 MHz

are co_on. Crystals wi th higher
.

funduental frequencies become

fragile, but by using 3rd, 5th, 7th and· 9th haraonics, oscillation

frequencies up to 500 Mb can be obtained.

Crystal oscillators are usually tuned with a voltage controlled

capacitor or varactor. The modulation bandwidth. is determined by the

rate the tuning capacitallce can be changed. The quality of the entire

circuit is determined by both the quality of the crystal and the tuning

circuit. If a wide· modulation bandwidth is required the tuning

circuitry will dominate the. circuit Q. In this case, similar circuit
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qualities.y be obtainable more cheaply without using a cqsta1.

LC Oscillators are built around resonant LC circuits. They bave a

wider tuning. range than crystal oscillators and can be built for a wide

rauce of center frequencies at low cost. Prequency control Is usually'

by varactor and 'the lIOdu1atioa bandwidth· is apin deterained by the

rate its capacitance can be changed. Integrated osel11ator circuits are

available which can be customized to the correct fr�,ency by the

addition of an external LC circuit •. These chips are avair_b1e with BeL

power supplies and output levels.'

The frequency of a ac aultivibrator is detemined 'by a RC time

-----
constant •. Prequency control 1s obtained by varyina the effective

res.1stance of a PIT transistor. The output wavefora 1s a square wave.

ae ault.1vibrators are available cheaply in IC fora. They aenera11y are

used under 100 MHz. The Motorola MC165.8 operates up to about 130 MHz.

YIG (Yttrium Iron Garnet) oscillators are used at microwave

frequencies. Th�an be slowly tuned by' chanaing the sur1;oundina

magne.tic field. Thet.r tuning ranae is large and linear but they have

considerable phase noise [17J.

6.2.3 Oscillator Implesentation

To obtain fast acquisition time, the oscillator needs a wide

modulation bandwidth and tuning range. The MC1648 voltage-controlled

oscillator c:hip vas chosen. An external LC circui t determines the

center oscillating frequency. One component in the tuned circuit is a

varactor, which allows the electrical tuning of the VCO. Details of the

design are discussed in chapter 7.
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6.3 Loop Pilter

ODce the type of phase detector and veo bave been fixed their

parea.ters are not widely adjustable. The design of the filter is .ore

flexible. Host PLL are second order and use lead-:-lac filters. They can

be si.ply impleaented in either a passive or active configuration and,

alloy the bandwidth, duping and d'c gain to be independently set. Pig.

6.5 'shows two comaon configurations. Pig. 6.6 shows a Bode plot for the

lead-lag fil,ter.

6.3.1 Passive Pilters

A passive second order lead-lag filter is shown in Pii. 6.5a. Its

transfer function is given by,

(6.7)

and
, , Ta • Rae.

The' closed loop transfer function foJ;' a basic loop containiRI this

ftlter is:

T (8)' KoK.(sTa+l)/T1
P -

sa + S(1+LK.Ta)/T1 +""KoK.�-I-T""1

This gives a natural frequency, daaping factor and, high frequency gain

(6.8)

of:

(6.9)

(6.10)

(6.11)

The noise bandwidth BL for the passive lead-lag filter is given by:
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BL _ �!!a+lJT21
4(Ka+lIT1)

• r(I+1:) if Ka>�d [12]. (6.12)

The gain of a loop using a passive filter can be increased by

addi•. a pin block, G. The passive filter loOp equations ilust noW be

llOClified by replacinc lUC.. by lUC.G. To obtain the SUle Wat T1 aust be

IWch larger, and it _y .be diff.icult to obtain suitable cOliponen·t

values. The uplifier pin in the passive filter will effect duping

and the natu·ral frequacy and IlUSt be kept within tolerance.

6.3.2 Active rilters

Aft active second order lead-lag filter is shown in 'ig. 6 • .5b. Its

transfer fUnction is:

P,,(s) • s�!!f�i:!}SC1h
where: A • amplifier dc open loop aaln

(6.13)

Por a large amplifier aa.in A, this transfer function becoaes:

(6.14)

where, T1 - IhC and, T2 - R2C.

The closed loop transfer function of the entire loop will then be:

lUC.(sT2+1)/T1 .•

T.(s) - Si+S(�T2/T1)+lUC../T1
The natural frequency, damping factor and, high frequency gain are:

(6.1.5)

(6.16)

and, (6.17)

(6.18)

In an active filter the gain (A) only needs to be above a a1nl.o.
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level to insure design paraaeters are .et.

The noise bandwidth for the active lead-lag filter is (12):

'It.

.

K.i( l+a2)
UL·- --

4 Ka
w.(r + 1 ).

• 2 4(' (Hz) (6.19) .

!he uSe of· t� an operational aaaplifter requires SOH· precautions.·

An operational uplifler MY: ·not handle high freq�ency signals. Ripple

f11ters placed· before the op�aap· can reduce the high frequency

eoaponent. The positive and negativ.e slew rates are not necessarily

utcbed aild . this causes a de error which .y aid or oppose acquisition

during cycle slipping. The· operational ...plifler .aust . be chosen to

avoid slew li.i tine for beat notes that _y be encountered. Ripple

filters placed before the op-aap can redUce these effects.

The galn-frequency bandwidth of the op-up should be IlUch greater

\ than the . loop bandwidth•. If this is not the case; loop. analysis IlUSt
'-...__. ... .

include all significant OP-8IlP poles. A passi.ve filter will be

necessary if the loop bandwidth is greater· than the unity gain

bandwidth of the op-aap.

The magnitude of the lIistuning pbase error depends on the dc loop

gain and the difference between the incOlling frequency and the VCO

center frequency. The lIistuning pbase error adjusts the· average output.

voltage. This changes the VCO from its center frequency to the incoming

frequency. If the dc gain of the loop is high, very little phase shift

is needed to adjust the frequency. The phase relationship of the clock

to the data reuins almost constant. Thus, high gain clock recovery

loops keep the ssapling point close to the center of the bit. This is a

result of the loop being approximately type II. Other advantages in

tracking of a type II loop are discussed in chapter 5.
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In a hi,h pin loop wi.thout an input slsnal, the loop clock will

. eventually reach one of the lilllits of the veo frequency· range. This 1s

because the reference volt.,e can not be set to the a-ecuracy required

by the ,ain. This· .is not a proble. in POOl. as a recovered clock sisna1

is not req�lred when the input 1s· unavailable.

Aft active, second order lead-las filter -.s· chosen for

iapleaentation. It Is based on the TL082 operational uplifter .. It 1s

followed by a video uplifler gain block which prov1des additional hlah

frequency saln. Desip details and the atenaination of t1.. coastants

1. discussed. in section 7.3.3.

6.4 SUmury

The PLL application deteraines which quali ties are i.portant in

its caponents. 'or each of the coaponents there are a DUIIber of

options available.. In the POOl clock recovery circuit, a lOR based

phase detector, an LC voltase controlled oscillator, and an active

lead-las filter were chosen.
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7.DesiID of a PLL Clock Recovery Circuit For PD.DI

7.1 '!9uireaents·
1'001 specifies the cloclt is to be acquired in less than 10 IJS. The

.

.

cloclt recoVery circui t must loclt and hold for all frequencies in the

range 125MBz to.OO5% (50pp.) as this is the accuracy of the

transaittlne cloclt. During acqulsl tion the IDLE sYllbol will be sent.

VbeJl transilitted, this is an' on-off pattem with all transitions

present. Synchronization 1s not required durine HALT syabols, QUIlT

syabols, or alternating. HALT and QUIlT SYllbols. These symbols indicate

the physical link between the adjacent stations is disabled [4].

The jitter in the recovered cloclt should not cause bits to be

supled in error. No specific ..asur.-nts of cloclt jitter are given in

the specifications but upper boundaries have been inferred in chapter

4.

7.2' DesiID Steps

Fro. the performance specifications, the loop parameters of gain

and bandwidth can be deter_ined. Achievine these parueters requires

the design of the VOO, phase detector, and filter to be interrelated.

General designs for these components were chosen in chapter 6. The

predicted performance and limitations of these general designs and' the

loop performance specifications are used to determine the specific

co.ponent designs. The steps in finalizing the designs follow.

Step 1) All excess poles were assumed to have negligible affect on

the loop operation. Initial calculations were therefore based on second
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order loop equations.

Step 2) A type II second order loop was chosen. This gives high dc

gain, and independent control .of· the bandwid·th and daaping ratio.

Step 3) The loop was designed. so no cycle slipping would occur.

This helps meet the fast specified acquisition tiM. The acquisition

ti_ is COliPOSed of the phase. sllp time (t.) and the phase acquisition

U•• (t.). SUbstituting equaU'ons (5 •.15) and (5.16) yields:

(7.1)

The phase slip ti_ is reduc.ed by aa1ting If ....-f.1 large. Por

equation (7.1") to apply, the input frequency !lUst be in the lock range.

Thus,. by equation (5.12), . the high frequency gain IlUSt be:

(7.2)

USing equation (6.18)' for the high. frequency gain (Ka) of an

ac:t1ve lead .. lac filter:

(7.3)·

Step 4) The active filter has an alIIost infinite de gain. This

insures the VCO fr.ee running frequency viii be ei ther the high or low

extrulty of its frequency range.

To minimize phase slip time the initial frequency differenee must

be the maximum possible in the pull·dn range. If the two sides of

equation (7.3) are assumed equal. equation (7.l) for acqUisition time

can be reni tten in terms of I f ... - f. I :.

1 5
t.oq 1 2If ...-f.( + -n-lf-t.--f-o�1

Setting t••q-10"s, a reasonable minimum frequency difference can

(7.4)

be found:
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(7.5)

The frequency of transmitting cloclt (ft.) is 125 MHz :1:0.005%. Thus

it can vary by :1:6.3 lCIIz. The veo range must be enlar,ad by this amount

to insure the aini.. iniUal frequency differences

RL 1 Rvco 1 :1:(209'.2+6.3) Oz 1 :1:215.5 Oz. (7.6)

To allow
.

for inaccuracy in ..cllani.cally· tuni.. the center of the

veo range to exactly 125 MHz and any drift due to teaperature or aging

the veo range should be larger than this minimum value. In tbe veo

desian of .ection 7.3.2 the frequency range obtained is 460 kHz. If

correctly centered this will produce Rvcoa:t230 kHz.

Step 5) �ubstituting the value of Ift.-f.I.230 kHz back into

equation (7.3) . the bandwidth required for pull-in can' be caleulated. A

damping ratio of 0�707 was used, as this produces the fastest

acquisition ti_ for a fixed noise bandwidth (11).' Thus:

w.. l' 1.022 (Hrad/s). (7.7)

To cause nealigible phase shift, the poles of the operational

uplifier in the active filte·r should be at least a decade away from Wn

(in this case greater than· 10.2 Hrad/s or 1.6 MHz). The TL082

.

operational uplifier has typical unity gain bandwidth of 3 MHz. If the

high frequency pin of the filter is unity, the pole due to the finite

open loop gain of the operational amplifier will appear at 3 MRz. This

operational uplifter can not both produce substantially larger high

frequency ,ain.and have this pole remain at a frequency higher than 1.6

KHz.

The ti_ constants (T.1, Ta) for unity high frequency gain are

equal. Thus, R� and Ra are also equal. The .values· of R1, Ra and C were
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chosen using (6.14). The value of capacitance was chosen as t.O ·n' and .

Isd.at.Ou. Using equation (6.16) these values give:

fda a 1.414 (Mrad/s) (7.8)

This larger natural frequency will reduce the phase acquisition

ti•• , resulting In a total acquisition tl.. of l.ss than 10 �s. The 3

ltIIa unity gain bandWidth of the TL082 should still be sufficient, as

poles above 2.25 ltIIa (14.14 Mrad/s) should have little effect.

Additional high frequency gain was obtained with the Motorola

Mel733 Video Allpllfier. The output of the. video upllfier has a SWing

of . 4
.

Vp_ ... Its pin is adjustable frOil 10 to 400 (VIV), and its

bandwidth Is typically 120 MRz. The pole due to the video aaplifier

bandv!'dth has negllpble effect.

Step .6) The electrical tuning range available to the VCO 1s the 4

V SWing obtained at the output of the video amplifier (gain bloek). For

the VCO frequency range of'approximately :230 KHz, the VCO gain should

be.:

Ko.• �Vco;_,._; _ 460(2n)
_ 723 (ittadlV).V....-VO�&ft 4 (7.9)

It 1s desired to achieve this gain with a high VCO quality and a

large modulation bandwidth. A modulation bandwidth of greater than 2.25

MRz should have negligible affect on the loop performance. Quality and

modulation bandwidth are discussed further in the VCO design section

The value of VCO gain was measured in section 7.3.2 to be:

Ko • 707 (krad/V). (7.10)

Step 7) The phase detector has been chosen as an BeL lOR gate.

Using BCL logic levels of V.--0.8V and VL--I.8V. The gain of the phase
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detector is .ca1cu1ated· as:

lC,. _ !.
- Va.

_
-0.8-(-1.8)

_ 0.318 (V/rad).n
.

n

The actual gain of.the phase. detector will depend on the nuaber of

(7.11)

transi tions p:resent. A· aodified ,ain factor can be obtained by

aulUp1ying the gain with all transitions present by the probability of

transi tion. The measured gain wi th all trans! tiona present was:

Kct· - 0.32 (V/red). (7.12)

Step 8) The required gain (G) from· the video uplifier was

. calculated by replacing K.K. in equation (6.17) by GK.K.. and solving .

for G •.

. w.a.2T1 CI1n2R1CG - - - - --.,y_-
. K.K. �

(1.414M�2(1.0k)(I.On).· 8 84 (V/V)- 70 k(0.32) -.. ..• (7.13)

This is the ,ain required during acquisi tion. At this time p1:-1

ed is not included in the calculation. Changin, the value of the ,ain,.

until a damping ratio of (.0.707 was obtained, resulted in:

G.8.75 (V/V) (7.14)

Step 9) The ,ains and poles were. measured . or ealeulated from the

component designs. They were entered into a root locus program to

ensure the assuaption made in step 1 was reasonable.

Step 10) Adjustments for incorrect assumptions and new limitations

due to finalized component design were made.

7.3 Component Implementation and Testing

Bach of the PLL components was designed to meet or exceed the

criteria found·in steps 1 through 8. The components were built and the
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iaport&nt paruet.rs lleUured. The circuit diacr" of the final PLL
.

desip appears in Fig. 7.1.· The cOllponent. desips., the tests

performed, and their results, are presented below. The root locus based

on the final loop values and the loop perforaance tests are diseussecl

ill chapter 8.

7.3.1 Phase Deteetor

The phase detector .oat operate at 125· MHz and handle missina

transitions. The cireuit, shown in Fig. 7.1, includes a buffer gate to

square the incOllina· waveforllS.

The conversion of incOlllng full width NRZI· da-ta stre.. into

traaslUOIl pulses is achieved by an XOR gate with the data and the

delayed data as inputs� The clock power is proportional to the

surrOunding continuous power for any delay ·length. A delay of half a

bit periocl produces the maxlllU11 absolute output power at the clock

fJ;'equency· in the transi.tion detector.

Keeping close to the half bi t delay· does allow the XOR pbue

detector more time to respond. This is important as the rise and fall

ti.s of· the IC are sipificant. Using Fairchild FlooL BCL,· the 20-80%

rise and fall times were approxi_tely 0.7 ns.

The half bit delay vas implemented with a length of coaxial cable.

The length was determined by the veloci ty of propagation in the coaxial

line. For RG-580 the propagation velocity is 66% of the speed of light:

Vp - 66%(3*108) • 0.198 m/ns. (7.15)

The length is given by multiplying the velocity of propagation by

the desired delay:
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L = VpTd = (0.198 m/ns)(4.0 ns) = 0.792 m. (7.16)

Fig. 7.2 is a plot produced by the BP 54110D digitizing

oscilloscope. The upper traces show the inputs. to the transition

encoder with 79 em delay line. The lower trace shows the resulting

output tr$Dsition pulse. The delay measured at -1.3 V was 4.3 ns and

the transition pulse width was 4.0 ns.

The phase characteristie was measured with the phase detector in

loop. The loop filter reference voltage was varied from -1.8 V to -0.8

V. The data input was viewed before transition detection and the clock

at the input of the phase comparator. Thus, the phase relationship

includes all the delays in the phase dete�tor not just those of the

comparator. The results for an input square wave (pt=l) and pseudo

random data of length 255 (pt-0.5) are shown in Fig•.7.3. The plot is

inverted to display the inf·ormatlon in the standard· phase detector

eharacteristic form.

The slope of this graph is the phase detector gain. It was 0.32

V/rad with all transitions present. This is close to 0.318 V/rad.

predicted in equation (7.11). With pt=0.5 the gain is 0.15 V/rad, which

is, as expected, approximately half of the previous measurement.

When pseudo-random data is sent, the optimum reference voltage can

be determined by observing the control voltage. When the. control

voltage ripple is minimum it indicates little frequency drift oecurs

when using the flywheel effect. This reference voltage was found to be

-1. 27 V. This is. approximately where the characteristic with all

transition present crosses that with pt=0.5.
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Fig. 7.2 Transition Detector Output.
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7.3.2 VCO

The veo circuit is shown in Fig. 7.1. It 1s based on the MC1648

VCO chip. An XNOR Eet gate 1s used to square the output clock waveform.

The oscillation frequency is determined by an external LC tank circuit.

The tank circuit consists of an external inductance, electrically

adjustable external capacitance, and internal chip capacitance. The

inductor is one turn of 130 magnet wire on a Cambion 534-3603-02-00-00

coil form. It has a moveable core that mechanically adjusts its

inductance. Its value was in the 30 nB range., but was not precisely

measured. The internal capacitance of the veo chip is 6 pF. A parallel

48 pF chip capacitor was added to produce the approximate desired

frequency.

A Siemens 88505B varactor was used to produce an electrically

variable capacitance. Its capacitance is determined by the reverse

voltage across it. The 1648 VCO chip produces a -3.2 V at pin 12, and

the control voltage from the video amplifier ranges from 0.6 to 4.7 V.

Thus, the reverse bias will range from' 3.8 V to 7.9 V. Vith this 'range

of reverse bias voltages the capacitance will vary .from approxim�tely 9
,

pF to 6 pF. A chip capaci tance was placed in series with the V".�ctor
to limit the frequency range of the VCO. The VCO frequency is

determined by:

fo •

2n(L(£.£v�)+ Cp + Cc)1�2·
C.+Cv

1
(7.17)

The value C.=3.3 pF gave a tuning range of Rvco=±230 kHz.

The resistor Rp is necessary to avoid loading the video amplifier

and to keep the quality of the VCO circuit high. Vithout this
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resistance the low output impedance of the video amplifier would

virtually produce a short across C.. The quality of the tank circuit

can be calculated by:

o • woCR

• wo(Cp+C�+ ���:)(RAOB2)
where, CA • £.�::+1) ,

OA • woC.Rp , and

(7.18)

To change the reverse bias across the tuning varactor, Cv and C.

must discharge through Rp. Thus, the modulation bandwidth becomes:

Modulation bandwidth = (Cv+�.)Rp (7.19)

Therefore, choosing the size of Rp is a tradeoff between large

modulation bandwidth and VCO quality. For the values used in the final

design (C•• 3.3 pF, 6 pF 1 Cv 1 9 pF, CCh£p = 6 pF, Cp - 48 pF; L. 30

nH, Rp = 2.4kA), the quality and modulation bandwidth are:

Q .. 220, and (7.20)

(7.21)Modulation bandwidth. 33.8 Mrad/s = 5.4 MHz.

For simplicity, the effective resistance of the varactor was not

included in this calculation. Including the varactor resistance would··

reduce OA by approximately 5%.

The VCO frequency range was measured in loop by adjusting Vr_f to

push the video amplifier to its maximum and minimum output voltages.

The upper frequency was 125.220 MHz and the lower frequency 124.760.

MHz. The voltage versus frequency plot was measured by cutting the loop

between the video amplifier and the VCO input. An external dc voltage

was applied and the output frequency was measured. The plot is given in

Fig. 7.4. The gain of the VCO is 707 krad/s. This is close to the
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value calculated in step 6.

The modulation bandwidth can be measured by determining the output

deviation ratio for input sinusoids of various frequencies. The

deviation ratio �, 'is given by:

(7.22)

where: Am - peak amplitude of input sinusoid (V),
Ko - gain of VCO, and
w... - frequency of input sinusoid (rad/s).

Vhen the control signal is modulated by a sinusoid, the output of

the VCO will have an PM spectrum described by Jft(�) (a� nth order

Bessel function of the first kind). By comparing the ratio of spectral

amplitudes to values in Bessel function tables, the measured value of �

can be found. The modulation bandwidth is the frequency at which the

measured � is 3 dB less than the 'calculated value.

Vhen attempting to measure the modulation bandwidth the amplitude

of the input sinusoid was kept within the VCO operating range (A...<2 V).

Before the modulation bandwidth was reached the value of � became too

small for' accurate measurements. It was confirmed that the bandwidth

was greater than 2.8 MHz.

7.3.3 Loop Filter

The loop filter is shown in Fig. 7.1. A TL082 operational

amplifier was used in the active filter. It has a unity gain-bandwidth

product of 3 MHz.
'

The operational amplifier bandwidth should be much

greater than the loop or the loop will be higher than second order ,and

potentially unstable. The filter is designed to have unity high

frequency gain. Thus, the operational amplifier contributes an extra
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pole at 3 MHz.

The values for Rl, R2, and C were chosen to produce a bandwidth

slightly greater than the value needed for pull-in as discussed in step

5. The final values were:

R:l .. R2 .. 1.0 (kA) and, C = 1.0 (nF) (7.23)

The high frequency gain was achieved by using the MC1733

differential video wide-band amplifier. This amplifier has a typical

bandwidth of 125 MHz and can be adjusted to yield 'gains from 10 to 400.

Adjusting R••1.3 ks , resulted in G.8.75. The input voltage range is

only ± IV. In the op-amp feedback path IN914 signal diodes limit the

filter output voltage to ±0.5 V.

The voltage divider potentiometer provides a reference voltage for

both the op-amp filter and video amplifier gain block. Its nominal

setting is -1.3 Vdc which is the average output value of ECL. In

section 7.3.2, it was discovered that -1.27 was optimum;

The video amplifier output has an offset of about 1.5 Vdc. It

comprises some of the dc offset needed to properly reverse bias the

varactor in the VCO circuit� The video amplifier load impedance (VCO

input impedance) was made greater than lkA for all frequencies up to 2

MHz. This was achieved by making Rp of the VCO circuit greater than 1

kn.

In response to concern about inadequate filtering of the 250·HHz

ripple, a passive ripple filter was inserted before the active filter.

It did not cause a noticeable improvement and was removed.

The frequency response of the filter and gain block is shown in

Fig. 1.5. It was measured with the filter removed from the loop. The dc
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gain of the filter was spoiled by adding a 100 kn resistor in parallel

to the feedback path. Thus, the dc offset of the variable frequency

input sinusoid could be set to avoid unequal clipping by the feedback

diodes. The output of the video amplifier was fed into the ac coupled

channel 2 of a Tektronix the 754A oscilloscope� This provides a high

impedance load for the video amplifier and removed any dc component

before the spectrum analyzer. The vertical channel 2 signal, available

at the back of the oscilloscope, was fed into the 50 A input of HP8557A

Spectrum Analyzer. The low frequency distortion in Fig.7.5 is due to

the dc characteristic of the spectrum analyzer.

Achieving the high frequency gain with an amplifier separate from

the filter, was necessary because of the 3 MHz gain bandwidth product

of the TL082 op-amp. This gain bandwidth product is typical of readily

available wide bandwidth operational amplifiers. However, recently op

amps with gain bandwidth products of up to 20 MHz have become

available. Including the filtering and gain would require a gain

bandwidth product of at least 19.7 MHz. Thus, .. the wider bandwidth

operational amplifier would just suffice.

7.4 Summary

All loop components were successft1Uy designed and huilt to

calculated specifications. All parts were off the shelf components that

are generally and cheaply available.
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8. LOOP PERFORMANCE

The loop performance measures of most interest are loop stability,

the transient behavior of the loop during acquisition and the recovered

.cloclt jitter. The root locus is a powerful.technique for analyzing

stability and transient behavior.

8.1 Root Locus

The open loop roots of the system consist of desired roots·, and

unwanted roots that appear because of the characteristics of the real

devices. The clock recovery loop has two desired poles, one due to the

integration of the VCO and one due to the active lead-lag filter. Both

appear at the origin (s=O). There is also one zero due to the lead-lag

filter which appears at:

s = -1/T1 = ll(RC) = -lx10-6. (8.1)

Vith only. these open loop roots, the open loop transfer function

will be:

G(s) = �t�!i!l =

s

K(s+lx106),
=

S2 (8.2)

The root locus plot of this function is shown in Fig. 8.1a. Fig.

8.1b shows the desired· operating region enlarged. The equations used to

design this clock recovery loop assume this ideal case which neglects

the effect of extra roots.

In this implementation, there are two additional roots that should

be included. The first is due to the gain-bandwidth product of the
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operational amplifier. The second is due to the modulation bandwidth of

the VCO. As discussed in chapter 7, the operational amplifier pole

appears at 18.8 Mrad/s and the VCO pole at 33.8 Mrad/s. Thus the open

loop transfer function becomes:

G(s) = �t!I!2G�1!2/Tl)(s+1/T21
S2(S+P1)(S+P2)
K( 1+1M) (8.3)=

s2(s+18.8M)(s+33.8M)

where: PI = pole due gain bandwidth product of op-amp
P2 = pole due to modulation bandwidth of the VCO
K • PtP1P2G�(T2/Tl) • loop gain

Fig. 8.2a shows the overall root locus plot. Fig. 8.2b shows the

desired operating region enlarged. The response near .the origin is

slightly elongated from the perfect circle observed in Fig. 8.1. This

indicates that equations (6.10) and (6.11) will be slightly in error,

as they predict r and � assuming no excess poles. Also, in the ideal

case increasing the gain past critical damping (r-1) will make the loop

increasingly overdamped, as both closed loop poles stay on the real

axis. In the actual case, the loop will become more overdamped until

the break away point at s=-6.86M is reached. At this point an

underdamped component appears. Increasing the gain far enough will·make

the loop unstable.

8.2 Acquisition Time

During clock acquisition the gain K is 1.26x101s• In this case,

equation (8.2) places the dominant closed loop poles at point pt=l

shown in Fig. 8.2. From this plot the damping and natural bandwidth at

this pOint are:

r = 0.70 and, � = 1.54 Mrad/s, (8.4)
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which are close to the designed values.

The IDLE symbol sent during acquisition is a 62.5 MHz square wave.

A low frequency rectangular signal gated the square wave signal to the

input of the PLL. By triggering the HP541l0D scope on this gaUng

signal the loop behavior during acquisition could be observed.

Fig. 8.3 shows the control voltage during acquisition. Fig. 8.3a

is a typical plot. The flat section at the start is the phase slip

region. The remaining section is phase acquisition. It displays a

damping near the designed value of 0.707. The settling time was 4.6 �s,

this is close to the calculated value of 5 �s.

Fig. 8.3b shows two traces one adjusted for minimum phase slip

time and one for maximum. The minimum time is 0.4�s. The maximum time

is 3.3 �s. This is less than· the estimate. of· 4.6 �s. The total

acquisition time is approximately 7.9 �s.

It was observed that by careful phase adjustment 'of the input

signal, a single cycle slip could be caused. The acquisition time, when

this occurred, was not easily measured but was predominantly less than

10 �s. It does not seem to· be possible to remove thi$ cycle slip by

increasing the bandwidth. It occurs when the initial phase difference

is very close to the unstable null point of the phase detector.

8.3 Transient Performance During Data Transmission

During data transmission some of the transitions are missing. This

reduces the gain of the loop and thus changes the transient response.

In FOOl the probability of transition when data is sent can vary from

0.4�Pt�0.8 as discussed in chapter 3. The range of closed loop poles
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corresponding to these gains is plotted on Fig. 8.2b. The damping

range is 0.42 � � �0.612 and the natural frequency is 0.92 Mrad/s s Ub

s 1.35 Mrad/s.

The noise bandwidth will be smaller when the loop is locked to

data than during acquisition. Using the range of damping ratio and

natural frequency correspondig to data transmission, the noise

bandwidth calculated using (6.19) will range from:

4.67kHz � BL � 1.38 MHz

The settling time of a phase transient will be longer than Wi th

all transitions present, however, frequency steps are not expected to

occur at this time.

8.4 Recovered Clock Quality

In Fig. 8.4 square wave data, as illustrated in the lower trace,

was sent. The BP54110 oscilloscope is triggered off the rising data

edge. The upper trace

width due to jitter.

noise.

In Fig. 8.5 the oscilloscope is triggered on the rising edge of

length 255 pseudo-random data. In Fig. 8�5a the reference voltage level

has been set to the optimum -1.27 V. The upper trace shows the

recovered clock which has a peak-to-peak jitter of 480 ps. This is a

combination of noise and pattern effects. In Fig. 8.5b the reference

voltage has been set to -1.36 V. The jitter in the reeovered clock

shows the recovered cloek which has some line

The 200 ps peak-to-peak jitter is mainly due to

increased to 670 ps, as the flywheel effect no longer maintained the

correct frequency. In all these measurements the oscilloscope was set
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Fig. 8.5 Clock Recovered from Random Data:
(a) Ve = -1.27 V; (b) Ve = -1.36 V.
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to infinite persistance to obtain a reasonable peak-to-peak jitter

measuremen t •

8.5 Summary

The root

the effect

l�cus technique was particularly useful in determining

of unwanted poles. It closely described the transient

. performance of the loop.

The clock was acquired in less than 7.5 ,",S, unless a cycle slip

occurred. The single cycle slip resulted from a small range of initial

relative phase between the data and the loop clock. Even with a cycle

slip, the acquisition time was almost always less than 10 ,",s.

The FOOl specifications do not indicate specific clock jitter

performances or measurements. The recovered clock was clean both for

square wave and pseudo-random data. Peak-to-peak jitter with pseudo

random data was 480 ps. This is considerably less than the maximum

.allowable clock jitter of 1. 9 ns peak calculated in chapter 4.
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9. CONCLUSIONS

Several aspects of clock recovery in FOOl have been investigated.

These included analysis of the FOOl code, comparison of tuned circuit

and PLL clock extraction, and the design and testing of a PLL clock

extraction circuit operating at 125 MHz.

The POOl code was analyzed and compared to other two level coding

schemes. Its most unique aspect is the combining of 4B5B block encoding

with NRZI transmission. FOOl code provides a reasonable dc balance,

guaranteed clock content, 6 unique control codes, .and simple

encoder/decoder circuitry and the bit rate increased by 25% over

uncoded data due to the 4B5B block encoding. The symbol error rate with

both block and transition encoding is 6/5 that of 4B5B block encoding

. alone.

In the transmitted code the largest power contribution occurs at

1/3 the transmitted bit rate. The power dips toward dc and has nulls at

the harmonics of the transmitted bit rate. By transition decoding, a

clock component greater than 15 dB above the surrounding spectrum can

be obtained. Considering.all aspects, the FOOl code compared favorably

to existing coding formats.

Jitter produced in tuned circuit and PLL clock recovery circuits

was compared using results derived by Bennet (2) and Roza (9). The main

benefit of a PLL circuit is that the mistuning phase error can be

reduced to an arbitrarily low value without increasing the jitter due

to noise. Roza's results also indicated that pattern jitter could be

made insignificant. This result required that the free running
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frequency of the loop was the center frequency of the VCO range. If the

dc loop gain is very large, this is unlikely. The jitter. produced by

pattern effects was observed when testing the PLL clock recovery

circuit.

A PLL clock recovery circuit was successfully designed, built, and

tested. The most difficult criterion was the 10 �s acquisition time. To

keep the acquisition time to.a minimum, cycle slipping was avoided. The

phase slip time was bounded by ensuring that, at the beginning of

acquisition, the VCO was at one extreme of its frequency range. This

effect was produced by the very large dc. gain of the active filter.

Decreasing the acquisition time requires increasing the loop bandwidth

(and noise jitter).

A phase detector that would produce a flywheel effect was chosen.

The flywheel effect stopS the loop frequency from changing widely when

input transition pulses are missing. Under 'flywheel' conditions, the

clock phase error increases. Thus, it is essential that the code be run

bounded. FOOl has a run bound of 3 bits and at least 40% of the

transitions present.

Tests on the PLL clock recovery circuit confirmed· the predictions

of transient performance made using the root locus analysis. The

damping ratio was measured to be 0.7, which was close to the 0.707

calculated. The measured total acquisition time of 7.9 �s was under the

designed 10 �s. The problem of a single cycle slip was very rare. It

occurred when the initial phase difference was close to the unstable

null of the phase detector characteristic. Under these conditions the

acquisition time was sometimes exceeded.
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Measurements of jitter made with pseudo-random data were

considerably less than the maximum allowed. Due to· the complexity of

the required test circuitry measurements with FOOl codes were not made�

However, the dc balance and run length constraints should ensure the

jitter produced by FOOl code is less than that of pseudo-random data.

This work has developed a clock extraction circuit that meets the FOOl

requirements.•
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Appendix A: Message and Vaveform Statistics

The message sequence is a discrete series of values, while the
corresponding -binary waveform is continuous with a periodic component
due to the bit period. Both the message signal and the binary waveform
are random or stochastic processes. In determining their statistical
properties the ensemble of all possible functions will be considered.
For the message signal a function or member is one sequence of values.

The development of the following statistics will assume that the
message sequences are ergodic. From this it follows that the process is
strictly stationary and that the averages of the ensemble, at a fixed
time or sample, are identical to the averages of any individual member.
In a strict sense

-

stationary process, all statistical properties are

unaffected by a shift in the time origin.

In the calculation of ensemble averages or expectations, the
sample number in the discrete case (and time in the continuous case) is
fixed. -The average is found over the ensemble. Ensemble averages are

indicated by E{), where the E stands for expectation. For the message
seq�ence, the values of an are discrete. The expected value is:

where: p:l. - probability of the discrete level i, and-
b = number of discrete levels (for binary PCM b-2).

It should be noted that n is fixed for this calculation. However,
as the process is strict sense stationary the result will be the same

for any value of n.

In the member averages only one function is taken
-

but it is

averaged over all its samples (or time). The member average for the
message signal is given by:

lim 1 N

=

N- 2N+l
I an.
n--N

(A.2)

The averages of interest are

autocorrelation. Since the message
averages will refer interchangeably to
Thus the first moment (ml) or mean is:

the 1st and 2nd moments and the
signal is assumed ergodic, these
the ensemble and member values.

(A.3)

The 2nd moment (m2) or mean square value is:

(A.4)
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and the autocorrelation R(k) is:

(A.5)

The following development of the ensemble mean, mean square and
auto correlation for the binary waveform shows the close relationship
to the message sequence statistics:

E{x(t)} '" E{ I and(t-nT)}
n-- ..

-

= I E(an}d(t-nT)
1':\--"

= ml I d(t-nT), (A.6)
n_- ..

n--..

(A.7)
n__ ..

R�(r ,t) = E(x(t)x(t+1")}

• E( I a.d(t-mT) I and(t-nT+r)}
m__ ft.__

-

'" I I E(a.an}d(t-mT)d( t-nT+1" ) •

..._- .. n-- ..

= I
-

I R(m-n)d(t-mT)d( t-nT+1" ). (A. a)
m--" ft-- ..

These averages· do vary with time and the waveform is not
.

stationary. However, -the statistics are periodic. Thus:

E{x(t+T)} = E(x(t)}, (A.9)

E{x2(t+T)} • E{x2(t)}, and (A.IO)

Rx(r+T,t+T) = Rx(r,t). (A.ll)

This property is described as "periodically stationary" or

"cyclostationary". The term cycloergodic can be used where the
statistics over the ensemble at a fixed time are the same as the member
statistics over the instants of time differing from that fixed instant
by multiples of the period. If the message sequence Is stationary the
corresponding PAM (pulse amplitude modulation) signal is

cyclostationary [22].
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Appendix B: The Power Spectral Density

The power spectral density (PSD) can be found by phase
randomization, or by ensemble averaging the power spectral densities of
the member functions. These two approaches give the same answer.

Phase randomization makes the assumption that the phase of the
sample functions are unknown. The phase becomes a random variable
uniformly distributed over one cycle:

x(t) ... x(t+8)
- phase randomized function

(B.l)

where: Pe(8) - lIT 181 i T/2
o 181 > T/2

... probability density function of 8

(B.2)

A cyclostationary function that is phase randomized becomes
stationary. The power spectral density can now be found by taking the
Fourier transform of the autoco.rrelation function. This method is the
most commonly used in the literature [8,23). However, the phase of the

signal in a synchronous system is an important parameter containing
vi tal information. It 1s, therefore, more satisfying to obtai.n the
result without the assumption of random phase.

Bennet [21 has approached the derivation of the power spectrum by
ensemble averag.ing the members' power spectrum. This approach requires
the waveform be stationary or cyclostationary. In his derivation he
removes the mean from each function. This is not necessary for the

general result and will not be done here.

The Fourier transform is used to transform the binary waveform
into the frequency domain. The Fourier transform of a power signal only
exists in the limit. By truncating the signal in time, the energy is
limited and the transform can be found. Thus letting XN(t) include only
pulses from n ... -N to N:

N

XN(t)- � and(t-nT).
n--N

(B.3)

The Fourier transform is given by:

N

XN(w)- � anD(w )e< -n.J",;'T),
n�-N

(B.4)

where: D(w) = Fourier transform of d(t).

To calculate the expected spectrum an ensemble average is taken.
By dividing the waveform by its duration, the signal can be handled in
terms of power rather than energy. The limit can now be extended to
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infinity. Thus, the equation for PSD is given by (23):

(B.S)

It is important to note that the operations of taking the ensemble
average and taking the limit may not be interchanged [24].

From equation (B.4) the ensemble average of the Fourier transform
of truncated waveform is:

N N

= I I E{anam}D(w)�(w)e-�ST(m-n)
..--·N n--N

N

= I
N

I R(m-n) I D(w) 12e-.:JwT(m-n). (B.6)
___N n--N

Letti.ng m-n-k:

N m...N

E{IXN(f)12} = I I R(k)ID(w)12e-jkWT.
m--N k-m-N

(B.7)

Changing the order of sumation:

N

I
m ...N 0

I = I
k ...N 2N N

I + I I. (B.8)

As the summand does not depend on m the terms can be counted to

perform the su_ation:

. 2N

E{IXN(w)12} = 2(N+l)IG(w)12{R(0) + 2I(I-
__

k
__ )R(k)cos(2nkfT]}.

k-l 2N+l (B.9)

Substituting into equation (B.S), Yields the PSD:

<ID

SX(w) = fj.IG(w)12(R(0) + 2I[R(k)cos(k2nfT»)}
k-l

(V2/Hz). (B.10)
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APPENDIX C: Jitter From Tuned Circuit Clock Reco.very

The following derivations follow the general pattern of Bennet's
paper "Statistics of Regenerative Transmission"[2].

C.I Jitter

The clock signal (c(t» recovered by a resonant circuit will be
approximately sinusoidal. It is assumed cycloergodic, therefore the
ensemble averages. at a fixed period of time as the same as the time
averages for a member at instants varying from that fixed time by
multiples of the period.

The ensemble negative zero crossings will be clustered around a

time t.t.c• The time t.c is defined as:

E{c(t.c» .. O. (C.I)

The actual axis crossing for a member occurs at t.c+E/w�, where E

is the phase difference in radians from the expected axis crossing. The
rms jitter is defined as:

(C.2)

To calculate the effect of input· noise and resonant circuit
mistuning, it is useful to calculate jitter in terms of the amplitude
rather than the phase of the recovered clock. The maximum amplitude of
the sine wave occurs Tl4 after the axis crossing. The difference from
expected height is &. For these calculations it will be assumed E and &
are small and their second order effects can be ignored. The peak
amplitude of the clock is given by:

c(t.c+T/4) = (1+6)E(c(t.c+T/4+E/W�)}. (C.3)

Thus, the clock waveform can be expressed:.

(C.4)

For small e, the value of the clock waveform at the expected axis

crossing time is:

c(t.c) = -sin(-E)(1+&)E(c(tzc+E/w�+T/4)}
= E(I+&)E(c(tac+T/4)}. (C.S)

The mean square value of clock waveform at the expected axis

crossing is:

E(c2(tac)} = E(E2(1+2&+&2)E2{c(tzc+T/4)}}
= E(E2)}E2{c(tzc+T/4)}. (C.6)

Solving for the rms jitter:
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(C.7)

C.2 Expected Clock Vaveform Recovered by a Tuned Circuit

The following derivations depend on the assumptions that the
amplitude variation of the elock signal is small and that the tuned
circuit is shock excited. The first assumption is valid if there is no

long periods without an impulse and the quality of the circui t is high,.
The second requires the pulse shape is short enough to be considered an

impulse. The error will be slight as long as the continuous component
of the spectrum is nearly flat over the bandwidth of the recovery
filter. Rectangular pulses not exceeding half the clock period are

considered to approximate impulses.

The impulse response h(t) of a series-tuned RLC circuit is:

h(t) = Ae<-rt>cos(wct+9) (C.S)

where, {4Q+l)1/2A -
20L

,
1

tan(9) =

2Q

We _ (1- - _!2)1/2LC 4L2

r We R
=

20
=

2L

o = �i� = quality factor

Note: We is the resonant frequency of the damped system as

distinguished from Wn = 1/(LC)2 which is the natural frequency of an

undamped system.

The ensemble average of the clock signal is found by replacing
d(t) in equation (A.6) with h(t):

-

E{c(t)} = m1 I h(t-nT)
n-- ..

o

= m1 I A exp(-we(t-nT)/20)cos(we(t-nT)+9)
n__ ..

o 0

= m1Ae-rt[cos(wet+9) I enrtcos(wcnT)+sin(wct+9) I enrtsin(wenT)] (C.9)
n-- .. n-- ..

The series in equation (C.9) are geometric and can be summed.
After numerous trigonometric manipulations:

E{c(t)} = __!1Ae-r(t-T/2)
,

[slnh�c!cOswcT/2cosh2[w (t-T/2)+9]2cosh2wcT/40-cos2wcT/2 4Q C

-

COSh�Q!Sin�2!Sln[wc(t-T/2)+9JJ (C.lO)

'The expected value of the clock waveform depends only on the first

moment, m1, of the message sequence. Therefore, this result holds for
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both independent and transi tion messages.

Vith perfect tuning wc=w2.=2n/T. The output becomes:

(C.ll)
.

. This shows the initial amplitude depends on the mean of the
message signal, and the rate of decay in amplitude depends on the value
of Q.

C.3 Effects of Mistuning on Jitter

Equation (C.7) can be used to calculate the jitter due to

mistuning. First E{x2(t») must be calculated:

E{x2(t» • E2{C(t»)+E{(c(t)�E{c(t)} )2.)
= E2{C(t»)+E{y(t»), (C.12)

where:

yet) = c(t)-E{c(t»)

= I (An-m1)h(t-nT). (c.13)
n--_

As yet) is the clock waveform with the mean removed:

(C.14)

and equation (C.12) becomes,

(C. IS)

The autocorrelation Ry(O,t) is:

Ry(O,t) = E{y(t)y(t»)

= E( I (am-m1)h(t-mT) I (an-m1)h(t-nT»)
--- .. n_- ..

Q)

= I I E(am-m1)(an-m1)}h(t-mT)h(t-mT)
.-- .. ft__..

= I I [R(n-m)-m12 ]h( t-mT)h( t-nT). (C.16)
m-- .. n-- ..

The value of Ry(O,t) is affected by the dependence of the message
values. The value calculated for an independent message sequence will
not hold for dependent message sequence.

In the case of a binary independent message:
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R(n) = ml

0= m12
n=O
n()O (C.17)

Therefore equation (C.16) is zero unless n=m:

-

Ry(O,t) = ml(l-ml) I h2(t-nT) (C. IS)
ft---

Using the geometric expansion similar to that used in (C.10), equation
(C.18) becomes:

m1(!-m11!2 -w t
0

nw toO
Ry(O,t)--

0

exp(--Q-����P(-oc-)[l+cos2(wct+9-wcnT»)
ml(l-ml)A2exp(-wc(t-T/2)/Q) (h2�C!_ 2(0 T) i h2�C!• -4s-i-n�h(wcT/2Q)(cosh2(WoT/2Q)�cos2(�cT» cos

2Q
ccs Wc +s n

2Q
W T WeT

cos(wcT)cos(wc(2t-T)+29J-sinh(-O-)cosh(2Q-)sin(woT)Sin(Wo(2t-T)+2Q+29)
(C.19)

where,

oc .. WcT/(4Q),

13 = w.:::T/2, and

(C.20)

(C.21)

(C.22)

The value of Ry(O,t.e) becomes:

R (0 t) !1(1-ml�e2(4Q2+1)exp(-Wcll.c-T/2)/Q){ inh2(2) i 2(213)y t DC: =

16R2Q4sinh(2oc)(cosh2(2cc)-coS2(2f3»
s oc +s n +

sinh2(2oc)cos(2f3)cos(28)-sinh(2cc)cosh(2oc)sin(2f3)sin(28)}. (C.23)

As E{t.e)-O, for t=t.c the expression in the square brackets of
(C.IO) is zero. Substituting in 8, and solving yields the following
expression for 8:

s .. arctan[tanh(wcT/4Q)cot(wcT/2»). (C.24)

Therefore,

sines) = tan(oc)cot(f3)(1+tanh2(cc)cot2(f3»-1/2,

cot (8) = (1+tanh2(cx)cot (13» -1/2,

(C.2S)

(C.26)

cos(2s)

2tanh(cx)cot(f3)
1+tanh2(oc)cot2(f3)'

=
I-tanh2(cx)cot(f3).
1+tanh2(oc)cot2(f3)

and (C.27)sin(28) =

(C.2S)
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Substituting (C.27) and (C.28) into equation (C.23) and reducing:

R (0 t ) = !!!1(1�ml�c2(402+1)sin2(213)exp(-wc1!.c-T/2)/0).
7 ,.c l6R2Q4 sinh2«(cosh2(2«)-cos2(213)

. (C.29)

If Q is high then the E{t.c+T/4} is very close to the maximum
value of E{c(t)}. This can be found be substituting t-t.c+T/4 into

equation (C.10), and squaring:

&2{ (t T/4)} m12wc2(4Q2+l)sin2(1312)exp(-wc1!.c-T/2+T/4)/Q).c .c+ =

(4) 16R2Q4(cosh2(<<)-cos2(13»

By definition E{c(t.c)}=O, therefore by (C.7) and (C.1S):

E{ 2} • _!y!Qd.c_l......-..,..
.

E
E2{C(t.c+T/4)}

(l..:mt)sin2(2/J)exp(-wci!.c-T/2)/Q) •

•

4I1hsin2(1312)sinh2«( cosh2(cic) -cos2(13)

By defining a. fractional tuning coefficient k,

(C.30)

(C.31)

k = �c�:l'
.

W:1
(C.32)

the terms « and 13 can be written as,

« = (l+k)n/O and

13 = (l+k)n.

(C.33)

(C.34)

Equation (C.31) can now be written in terms of k and 0,

(l-k)n(1-ml)sin2(2kn)exp( 20 )
E{E2}= ------------------------------------------

4mlSinh«1+k)")sin2«k+l)n)cOsh2«1+k)n)_sin2(kn)o 2 20

For the region of interest, k«l and 0»1, the equation simplifies:

(C.3S)

(C.36)

This result shows that if there is any mistuning the rms jitter
will increase with the square root of the 0 factor. Therefore in the

practical case an infinite 0 is not desirable.

C.3 The Effect of Noise on Jitter

Noise can shift the pulses at the input of the tuned circuit
causing jitter on output clock. The following development assumes the
noise is ergodic.
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The response o( the tuned circuit to the noisy impulses is:

z(t) • I anh(t-nT+fn) (C.37)
n---

where, fn ... shift in reference time due to noise.

If fn is small a first order power series can represent the

output:

z(t) = I an(h(t-nT)+fnh'(t-nT»)
n--..

.. c(t) + I anfnh'(t-nT). (C.38)
n__ ..

correctly adjusting the output phase makes:

E{fn} .. O. (C.39)

Therefore:

E{z(t)} ... E{c(t)}, (C.40)

and the mean square phase error can be written from (C.7):

E{ 2} E(Z2(t.c,ll._.En =

E2{C(t.c+T/4)}

Using (C.38):

E{Z2(t.c)} '" E{(c(t.c) + I anfnh'(t.c-nT»2}

(C.41)

n-- ..

...

n--.. a-- ..

(C.42)

Vith independent noise values E{rn2} is a constant, and with no

tuning error,

E{c(t.c)} = O. (C.43)

Therefore,

n-- ..

(C.44)
n-- ..
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Taking the derivative of the impulse response in (C.8) gives:

(C.4S)

where, tan(T) = 20.

Setting wc"",ws."",2n/T, and solving the s.ummation in the same manner as

(C.19) gives:

E( 2(t ») !2A2ws.2rn2(402+1)exp(�wet/0)� (�e!)[l 2( tOT ]Z .•e =

402' �exp 0
-cos We +�-wen -T

n-- ..

. (C.46)

·The limit as 0 approaches infinity is,

(C.47)

Therefore, substituting (C.46) and (C.30)
approach infinity yields:

into (C.41) and letting Q

E( 2) m2W:l2nWTn2
En .. - -

--2
-

11m O+ClO 20(ml)' (C.48)

Thus, . the larger the value of 0 the less phase noise will be
caused by the noise. It should be noted that for independent message
values m2=ml.
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APPENDIX D: JITTER FROM PLL CLOCK RECOVERY

D.1 Jitter in PLL

The following analysis is based on Roza's paper "Analysis of Phase
locked Timing Extraction Circuits for Pulse Coded Transmission"(8).

The·signal into the loop will be a binary waveform as given by
equation (2.2). The pulses will be less than a bit period wide. Due to
the VCO integration, the power in each pulse is more important than the
exact pulse shape. Thus, to simplify calculations the input waveform is
written as a sum of wieghted Dirac delta functions:

N

(D .• 1 )

where, 9�. input phase
90 '" VCO phase
ge '" phase error
an • pulse weighting
Tn '" shift from nominal or reference phase
We • center frequency of VCO
Wj, - 2n/T '" inpu t data clock freq.uency

Fig. 0.1 illustrates this digital interpretation of a PLL. The
input to the loop is the phase angle 91(NT), followed by a weighting
factor an.

anT
PHASE DETECTOR LOOP FILTER VCO

r--------.,-----

I
I

I I
._--- -------------_.

Fig. D.1 Digital Model of a PLL.

All phase angles In the loop can be written with respect to the
output clock. The input phase has two components. One is the average
input phase which is related to the output signal by the mistuning of
the loop. The other is due to random noise effects:
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(0.2)

Roza defines the, phase error as the difference between the average
input phase and the output phase:

(0.3)

It should be noted that in Bennet's analysis of tuned circuit clock
recovery the phase error is between the actual input phase and the

output phase.

In the digital model, the integration of the VCO sums effects from
all of the past pulses. Thus, the output is obtained by convolving the
output of the phase detector with the impulse response of the loop
filter followed by an ideal VCO:

If

6o(NT) = I an(6:l(nT) ..6o(nT»g(Nt-nt)T
n-O

(0.4)

Substituting (0.2) and (D.3):

If

ao(NT) ... I an[«w:l-wc)NT-2nwrn/T)-ao]g(NT-nT)T
n-O

If If

... I ana.(nT)g(NT-nt)T-2nC I anfng(NT-nT)T).
n_O � n-O

(0.5)

Solving for the phase error a.(NT):

If N

6.(NT)'=' (w:t.-wc)NT- I an6.(nT)g(NT-nT)T+2n I anfni(NT-nT)T
n-O �n-O

(0.6)

The phase error can be written in terms of an expected value, and
a zero mean random value:

a.(nT) = E{a.(nT)}+�(nT) (0.7)

In the case where:
If

lim I anTg(NT-nt) » 1 (0.8)
N-o n-O

Roza separated the average or static phase error E{as(nT)} into
two significant components.

E{as(nT)} = Em+Er+neglible effects (0.9)

where:
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Em = �:l�cJ-)NT _

N

lim I g(NT-nT)

(0.10)

..... N_O

(0.11)

Em is the phase error caused by the VCO having a center frequency
different from the bit frequency. This corresponds to a mistuned
filter. For a second order phased locked loop the open loop transfer
function is given by G(s) (the Laplace transform of get»�:

G(s) swn(2{ -wn/K,)+w02
=

s(s+ln2/Kv) (0.12)

By using the final limit theorem, for this transfer function
(0.10) simplifies to,

W;l-Wc
Em = --

mlKv (0.13)

E ... term is caused by referencing the phase error to the average
not the actual incoming I)hase. Bennet referenced to the actual incoming
phase and thus a similiar term does not occur.

Roza also determines an equation for the fluctating pbase shift or

ji tter:
N

E(NT) = I [-T(an-ml)Em-2n(E(an Tn)/ml]g(NT-nT)
n-O

(0.14 )

If an and Tn are mutally independent then their contributions can

be considered separtely:'
.

(0.15)

From equation (D.14) the pattern jitter is then,

N N

E{E��) = T2Em2 lim 1 I I (an-ml)(am-ml)g(NT-nT)g(NT-mT)
N4eo N+l n-O n-O

N N

= T2E ...
2 lim 1 I I (R(O)-m12)g(NT-nT)g(NT-mT)

N.eo N+l "-0 n-O (0.16)

If the values of an are statistically independent then the term in
the summation becomes zero when n<>m. Therefore:

N

E(Ep2) = T2E.12(R(O)-m12) lim 1 I g(NT-nT)2.
N- N+l n-O

(0.17)
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Defining B the closed loop noise bandwidth as:

N

BL = m12T lim 1 I g2(NT-nT),
..... N+1 ft-O

(0.18)

and defining the effective Q as:

and substituting the value of R(O) given in (A.18) equation (0.18) can

be written as:

(0.20)

The jitter term due to pattern vanishes as ml approaches L This
corresponds to all pulses present.

The jitter due to noise on the input signal from equation (0.14)
is:

(0.21)

but if aft and Tn are independent,

(0.22)

Therefore,
N N

. E{En2) = 4n2 lim _L I I ana.,.E{Tn-E{Tn))(T ..-E{Tn))g(NT-nT)g(NT-mT)
ml N.. N+1 n-O n-O

oN N

= 4n2 lim 1 I I a�amE(RTn(n-m)-E2{Tn»g(NT-nT)g(NT-mT)
m;- N� N+1 n-O n-O

(0.23)

If Tn are zero mean and independent then, using (A.4),
N

E(En2} = 4n2m2T2 lim
__1__ I g2(NT-nT)

N•• N+1 n-O
(0.24)

Substituting in Qeff,

E( 2) 4n2m2Tn2n
En = T2m122Qeff' (0.25)

It should be remembered Tn and an are rarely truely independent.
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APPENDIX E: DATA SHEETS
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F100107
Quint Exclusive
OR/NOR Gate
F100K ECL Product

Dflcrlpllon
The F100107 is a monohthlC quint excluSive-OR/NOR
gate. Tne Functton OUll)Ut IS the wire-OR of all five
exclu$lve-OR outputs F::: (0�a£;02a)'" (0'0$021)
+ (0,,$02el + (010.£020) + (0�e$02e)

Pin Names
Dna-One
F

0,-0.
CY,-<:re

Data Inputs
Function Input
Data Outputs
Complementary Data Outputs

LogiC Symbol

Vee" P,n 6 9

Vee. '" P,n 7 10

ViE a p.n 18 2"
a F�loak

Ordering Information See Section S!

Package Oulli". Order Code

Ceramic DIP 6Y DC

Flatpak 4V Fe

Connection Diagrams

24-P1n DIP (Top View)

0. 0,.

0- 01.

0- D1.

a. Da.I

F ·Dac

Vee D1c

VeeA Va

6. Do

e, D1,

0- Oze

0.. 01.

0. 0.

24..pln Flalpak iTop View)

Oz. Dac O,e Vu Do D1,

0,. Oze

0,. D1.

Oze 0.

o. 5.

0. 0..

o. 0-

o.

I
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F100107

DC CtMlracteristics: VEE" -42 V to -4.8 V unless otherwise specified. VCC .. VCCA .. GND. Tc .. OOC to "SSoC·

Symbol CharacterisliC Min Typ Ma. unU Condition

Input HIGH Current
II ... D2a - D2. 250

p.A VIN .. VIHlmax)
01. - Ole 350 .

lEe Power Supply Current -96 -66 -46 mA Inputs Open

Ceramic Dualln.line Package AC Characteristics: Vee = -4.2 V to -4.8 V. Vee" VCCA .. GNO

rc =OOC Tc" +25·C Tc s +SS"C

Symbol Characteristic Min Max Min Max Min Mal( Unit Condition

!Pl.'" Propagation Delay 0.55 190 0.55 1.80 0.55 1.90 OS
!PHI. D2a-D2. to O. �

!PI.I'I PropagatIOn Delay 0.55 1.70 0.55 1.60 0.55 1.70 ns
!PHl Dla- o-, to O.�

Figures 1 and 2

!P�H Propagation Delay 1.15 2.75 1.15 2.75 1.15 3.00 ns
!PI-II. Data to F

ttL'" TranSItion Time
0.45 1.80 0.45 1.65 0.45 1.80

ttl'll. 2OOfo to 8OOfo. 80% to 2OOto
ns

Flatpak AC Characteristics: VEe '" -42 V to -4.8 V. Vee .. VeeA .. GND

Te .. O°C Te"; -25�C Tc" -ss-c

S.ymbol CMrac:teristlc Min Ma. Min Ma. Min Ma. Unit Condition

!Pt.,.. Propagation Delay 0.55 no 0.55 1.60 0.55 170 ns
!P104\,. D2a-D2. to O.e

!Pt... Propagation Delay 055 150 055 140 055 150 ns
!P",I. D'a-D'e 10 O.�

Figures 1 and 2
"':''' Propagation Delay 1 15 255 1 15 2 55 115 ·2.80 ns
!P..� Data to F

�... T ranSI110n Time
045 1 70 045 1SS 0.45 170

�"l 200'0 to SOO-o. 80% to 200t0
ns

3-11
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F100107

FIg.' I.e Tett CfrcuIt

.....
Vee. VeeA· -2 v. Vu • -25 V

L' and L2 • eq '-"911'1 50 II ."'PtClance Ion..
R'! • 50 II tetm lor ontetnallO IICOPII

DeeoucIII"9 0.' ,., "om GNO 10 Vee and vn
All _sees OUIPUII .,. 'o.cIeCI ...,. 50 1110 GNO
Ct. • Fi.1Ute and ..Fly QPK._ � 3 oF

FIg. 2 Propqallon ONy and Tranlltlon TImet

0.7.0.1 "'-"j r l t=0.7So.,,,,
-- \t }{£

.....

.- "�"I .

ir'"
. .n •

...j��t--
COMPUMENT "L j'i\-;... .

In"-l 1-""1.
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